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Foreword 
This paper is one of the series of 11 Working Papers presenting the software for interactive 
decision support and software tools for developing decision support systems. These products 
constitute the outcome of the contracted study agreement between the System and Decision 
Sciences Program at  IIASA and several Polish scientific institutions. The theoretical part 
of these results is presented in the U S A  Working Paper WP-88-071 entitled Theory, Soft- 
ware and Teeting Ezamples in  Decision Support Systems which contains the theoretical and 
methodological bacgrounds of the software systems developed within the project. 
This paper presents the POSTAN 3 package. This package constitutes the tool for postop 
timal analysis for linear and linear-fractional programming problems. POSTAN consists of 
a number of FORTRAN routines which are incorporated into MINOS, the well known linear 
and nonlinear programming code developed at the Stanford University. The postoptimal 
analysis is performed after MINOS has found an optimal solution and is initiated by extend- 
ing the original MINOS specifiaction file. The main function of POSTAN is ranging with 
respect to  parameters specified by the user and computing the sensitivity coefficients. 
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INTRODUCTION 
POSTAN 3, an extended version of POSTAN [I] and POSTAN 2 [2], is a postop 
timal analysis package for linear and linear-fractional programming problems. It is com- 
posed of a number of FORTRAN routines which are incorporated into MINOS, the well- 
known linear and nonlinear programming code developed by Murtagh and Saunders [3]. 
The postoptimal analysis is performed after MINOS has found an optimal solution, and is 
initiated by adding particular specifications to the original list of MINOS specifications. 
The main objective of POSTAN 3 is ranging, i.e., determining the ranges in which 
certain parameters (or groups of parameters) may be changed without affecting the 
optimal solution and/or the optimal basis. Sensitivity coefficients which are not included 
in the output of the unmodified version of MINOS are also determined. 
Two new auxiliary modules have been implemented in POSTAN 3 to  improve its 
user interface: 
- a module for programming a sequence of optimization problems, 
- a module for decoding and selective printing of results. 
A. THEORETICAL GUIDE 
1. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
The formulation of the linear problem analyzed by POSTAN is the same as for 
MINOS: Minimize (or maximize) a linear cost function 
subject to  m row constraints: 
di 5 aiz < gi , i = 1, ..., m 
and n constraints on separate variables: 
d ,+i<zi<g,+i ,  i = l ,  ..., n . 
Here z is an n-dimensional column vector of decision variables, a. is an n-dimensional 
row vector of cost coefficients (also called the objective row), the ai, i = 1, ..., m, are n- 
dimensional row vectors, the lower bounds di, i = 1, ..., m+n, are real numbers or -00, 
and the upper bounds gi, i = 1, ..., m+n, are real numbers or +m.  Of course, if the 
bounds take the values + m  or - m  the corresponding relation (2) or (3) must be replaced 
by a strict inequality. If di = g,, then the variable zi is said to be fized. If di = - m  and 
gi = + m  the variable zi is said to  be free. Analogous terms are used to  describe the rows 
aiz. 
It should be recalled that in MINOS the two-sided inequality constraints (2) are not 
stated explicitly, but rather specified using ranges. More precisely, a one-sided inequality 
is introduced in the form aiz 5 gi (type L) or aiz 2 di (type G), together with a real 
number ri called the range. In the first case, the difference between the right-hand side gi 
and this number yields the lower bound (di = gi - ri); in the second case the sum of the 
right-hand side di and the real number ri gives the upper bound (gi = di + ri). 
The linear programming problem is transformed by MINOS into the following inter- 
nal form: Minimize (or maximize) the variable 
-%+l+obj (4) 
subject to  equality constraints: 
K z = o  
and inequality constraints: 
fs:<c . 
Here is an (m+l)  x (n+m+2)-matrix: 
where I denotes the (m+l)  x (m+l)  identity matrix and 
O;.=ai i < o b j ,  L o b j = a o ,  i > o b j  , 
- - 
b i = b i  i < o b j ,  b O b j = O ,  b i = b i - l  i > o b j  , 
where 
if d i =  -w and g i=+oo 
bi = di if di is finite and gi = +oo . 
gi if gi is finite P 
The first n components of the extended vector of decision variables ZE R " + ~ + ~  form a 
subvector identical to  z; these components are described as structural. Element z',+l is 
called the right-hand-side component; it is fixed at  -1. The remaining components of Z 
are called slack or logical components. The objective variable Z;l+l+obj is free. The vector 
of lower bounds rand  the vector of upper bounds u' are defined as follows: 
Now let i =  n + l + j ,  j =  1 ,..., m. Then 
- - 
l i = h i ,  G i = k k i  for j < o b j  and l i = h i - l ,  u'. ,= k. for j > obj , (10) 
where 
hi = ki = 0 if the j-th row constraint is fixed (i.e., of type E) 
hi = 0, ki = +oo if d, = -oo and g, is finite (one-sided constraint of type L) 
hi = -oo, ki = 0 if d, is finite and g, = +oo (one-sided constraint of type G) 
hi = 0, ki = g, - d, if d, and g, are finite 
hi = -00, ki = +oo if the j-th row constraint is free 
2. POSTOPTIMAL ANALYSIS FOR LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROB- 
LEM 
This chapter presents elements of ranging theory for the linear programming prob- 
lem (4)-(6). Some nonconventional notation will be used in order to avoid discussion of 
many particular cases. The sign 5 will denote "less than or equal to" if the expressions on 
its both sides are finite and "less than" otherwise. Similarly, 2 will denote "greater than 
or equal to" or "greater than". The notation [tl,t2] will be used for the closure of the open 
interval (tl,t2); that is, tl and/or t2 do not belong to  the interval if they are not finite. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that obj = m + 1, i.e., the objective row is the 
last row in matrix A .  As the value of variable is fixed at  -1 we may remove it from 
the problem formulation, defining a new column vector of decision variables y E Rn+m, 
where y; = i = n+l ,  ..., n+m. We also define an m E (n + m)-matrix 
column vectors b € R m  (see (8))) I , U E R " + ~ ,  where li = 4, ui = Gi i = l,...,n and 
li = hi+l, ui = ki+l i = n+l ,  ..., n+m; and a row vector C E R , + ~ ,  where ci = a; 
i = 1 ,..., n and c' = 0 i = n+l ,  ..., n+m. 
The linear programming problem now takes the form: Minimize (or maximize) the 
linear cost function 
subject to 
Ay = b 
l S y < u  . 
We denote the optimal solution of this problem by z and decompose it in the obvi- 
ous way into the following subvectors: 
zg basic vector 
zl vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are a t  their lower bounds 
z, vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are a t  their upper bounds 
z, vector of fixed variables (i.e., variables for which ui = li). 
Let I, be the set of indices of all nonbasic variables a t  their upper bounds and let Il be the 
set of indices of all nonbasic variables a t  their lower bounds. Fixed variables are not 
included in I, or I/. We shall let IB denote the set of indices of all basic variables. This 
decomposition is also applied to the other vectors, yielding, for example, Cg, el, cU; Ig, 11, 
I,; ug, ul, u,. It is clear that zl = Ill z, = u,, z, = u,. Thus the constraint matrix is 
decomposed into the basic matrix B and matrices L, U, S such that 
Hence we have 
zg = B-lb - B - ~ ( L Z ~ +  UZ,+SZ,) 
for the basic vector and 
F(z) = eBK1b + (el - C ~ B - ~ L ) Z ~  + (e, - c ~ B - '  U)z, + (e, - c ~ B - ~ s ) ~ ,  
. (16) 
for the optimal cost. 
Here and elsewhere we shall denote the i-th row of a matrix H by Hi and the j-th 
column by ~ j .  Define 
D = B-' . (17) 
2.1. Ranging of costs 
Let Ae be a given nonzero row vector in R,+,, where Ae' = 0 for i = n+l ,  ..., n+m 
and Ae' = 0 for fixed variables. We consider the family of linear programming problems 
(12)-(14) with the cost vector e replaced by ~ ( t ) ,  where 
and t is a real number, t E  R'. We wish to determine the largest range [tmi,,t,,] in 
which the coefficient t may vary without affecting the optimal solution, i.e., the range in 
which the optimal solution is equal to z for every t. 
It is clear from (16) that the optimal solution remains unchanged and equal to  z for 
all values of t such that 
c(3(t)  - c'g(t) DL) < 0 (19) 
and 
c(~,( t )  - FB(t) DU) 1 0 , 
where 
+1 in the case of maximization 
-1 in the case of minimization ' 
Hence 
tc(Ac1 - AcB DL) 5 c(cBDL - c / )  
t c ( A c , - A c B D U )  2 c(cBDU-c , )  . 
We shall use the following notation: 
T =  I - c j +  C ~ D A ~ ,  A T . =  I - A C J +  A C ~ D A J ,  j€IUuI l  . (22) 
In the case of maximization we then have 
t,, = min {- T , / A  T i )  , (23) 
where the minimum is taken over all values of j  from Il such that A Ti < 0 and all values 
of j  from I, such that A Ti > 0 ,  and 
tmin = max {- T , / A  T i )  , (24) 
where the maximum is taken over all values of j  from Il such that A Ti > 0 and all values 
of j  from I, such that A Ti < 0 .  
In the case of minimization t,, is determined from (23) but with the minimum 
taken over all values of j  from Il such that A Ti > 0 and all values of j  from I, such that 
A Ti < 0; tmin is determined from (24) with the maximum taken over all values of j  from 
Il such that A Ti < 0 and all values of j  from I, such that A Ti > 0 .  
In all cases, if the set of indices over which the maximum (or minimum) is taken is 
empty, then tmi ,  = -oo (or t,, = +oo). 
From these general results it is easy to derive formulas for the cost ranging routines 
of POSTAN. Imposing the condition t  2 0 and dropping the relations for t,!,, we obtain 
results suitable for the directional cost ranging routine (DIRRAN). Setting Ac = e,, 
where ei is the i-th unit vector (which has all components equal t o  zero except for the i-th 
component, which is equal to one), we obtain formulas for the ordinary cost ranging rou- 
tine (CRAN). In this case we formulate the results directly in terms of the cost com- 
ponent e" = ci + t .  For nonbasic components we have 
If i €  IB, we have, by virtue of (22):  
and 
where t,, and tmin are determined from (23) and (24) 
At each finite boundary of the interval [tmin,tmJ a nonbasic variable changes its state. 
The number of this variable and the kind of change are determined by the left-hand side 
component of (19) or (20) which changes its sign on the boundary. If 
r(Ci(t) - ~ ~ ( t )  D A ~ )> o t  > t,, (29) 
for some i~ 11, then a t  the upper boundary t  = t,, the i-th variable passes from Il to  
either IB or I,, or the optimal solution vanishes. If (29) holds but for all t  < tmin,  then 
an equivalent statement may be made for the lower boundary tmin.  
If 
~ ( 8 ( t )  - ~ ~ ( t )  D A ~ )  < o t > t, 
for some i~ I,, then a t  the upper boundary t = t, the i-th variable passes from I, to 
either IB or I,, or the optimal solution vanishes. If (30) holds but for all t < tmin, then an 
equivalent statement may be made for the lower boundary tmin. 
2.2. Ranging of right-hand sides 
Let Ab be a given nonzero column vector in Rm. We consider the family of linear 
programming problems (12)-(14) with the rhs vector b replaced by r ( t ) ,  where 
F(t) = b + tAb (31) 
and t E R'. We wish to  determine the largest range [tmin,tm,] in which the coefficient t 
may vary without affecting the optimal basis, i.e., the range in which the optimal basis is 
equal to  B for every t. 
Letting zB(t) denote the vector of basic variables in the optimal solution correspond- 
ing to  the rhs vector F(t), we have 
zB(t) = t B + t ~ - l ~ b  . (32) 
It is clear that the nonbasic variables do not change for values of t E [tmin,tm,]. The 
range [tmin,tmJ is determined by the feasibility constraint on the basic variables: 
Define 
We then have 
If DiAb < 0 for all i, i = 1, ..., m, then we set tl = +oo and t2 = -00. Similarly, if 
DiAb 2 0 for all i, i = 1 ,..., m, then we set t3 = -oo and t4 = +oo. 
To obtain results in a form suitable for the directional ranging routine (DRHSRN) it 
suffices to  assume that t 2 0 and to  drop the relations for tmin. To obtain formulas for 
the ordinary ranging routine (RHSRAN) we take Ab = ei, where ei is the i-th unit vec- 
tor. We then have 
in (24). 
At each finite boundary of the interval [tmin,tm,] a basic variable changes its state 
or the optimal solution vanishes. The number j of the basic variable which becomes non- 
basic at  the upper boundary is determined by 
- 
UBj - ZBj 
tmax - DjA b , if t, = t, 
In the first case the j-th basic variable reaches its upper bound, while in the second it 
passes to its lower bound. The number j of the basic variable which changes its state a t  
the lower boundary t = tmin is determined by 
In the first case the basic variable passes to its lower bound and in the second it reaches 
its upper bound. 
2.3. Ranging of bounds 
Let col (A1,Au) be a given column vector in  and be such that 
Ali=Aui=O if yi is a fixed variable. We consider the family of linear programming prob- 
lems (12) - (14) with the vectors of lower and upper bounds 1 and u replaced by 
q t )  and ii(t), respectively, where 
and t E R'. We wish to determine two ranges, [tmina,tm,J and [tminb,tmab]. The first 
of these intervals is the largest range in which the coefficient t may vary without affecting 
the optimal solution (i.e., the range of t values for which the optimal solution remains 
equal to 2); the second is the largest range in which t may vary without affecting the 
optimal basis (i.e., the range of t values for which the optimal basis remains equal to B). 
The boundaries tmin,,tm,, are easily determined from the following conditions: for 
every t E [t,i,,,t,,aI 
~AL,=O if i E 1 (43) 
The first two conditions imply that tmi,,=tm,,=O if Ali# for some 
i E II and/or Aui# for some i E I,. 
Let qt)=z+tAz denote the optimal solution corresponding to the vector of bounds 
col (qt),ii(t)). Then 
Aq=All ,  Az,=Au, (44) 
The values of tminb and tmnb may be calculated using the feasibility conditions 
ll+tAll<u1+tAul, 1,+tAlu<uU+tAuu (45) 
IB+tAlB<zB+tAzB<uB+tAuB 
Z B , - ~ B ~  
t3 = min : denominator > 0 AIB,+Dj(LAll+ UAu,) 
ZB,-~B, 
: denominator < 0 
AIB,+Dj(LAll+ UAu,) 
Z ~ , - U ~ J  
t5 = min : denominator < 0 
AuB,+D,(LAll+ UAu,) 
Z B , - u ~ J  
t6 = max : denominator > 0 
AuB,+D,(LAll+ ~ A u , )  ! 
Finally, 
If the set of indices j over which a minimum or maximum is taken is empty, we sub- 
stitute +oo for tl , t3 , t5 and -00 for t2 , t4 , or t6 in (47). For instance, if A1,-Auj<O 
for all jEB, we take tl=+oo, and so on. 
Results that may be used for the directional ranging routine (DBRAN) may be 
obtained by assuming that t2O and dropping the relations for tmin, , tminb. To obtain the 
formulae for the ordinary ranging routine (BRAN) we take col (Al,Au)=ei, where ei is 
the i-th unit vector in R ~ ( " + ~ ) .  Expressions which allow us to determine the range 
[tminb,tmnb] for all types of variables are given below. 
For i E Il we define 
Hence 
li + tminb L 4 L li + tmaxb 
tminb= max{ t4,t6) 
tm,b= min{tl,t3>t5) 
and 
iii> li 
For i E I,, we define 
tl=li-ui 
and t3,t4,t5,t6 are defined by (38). Then 
ui+tminb 5 Fi < ui+tmab 
tminb= max{tl,t4,t6) 
tm,b= min{t3,t5) 
and 
45 ui 
I f i  E IB then 
r<z .  1- 1 iii2zi 
At each finite boundary of the interval [tmi,b,tm,b] either a basic variable changes 
its state or the optimal solution vanishes. If either of the first two inequalities in (45) 
becomes an equality a t  one of the boundaries, then the feasible set becomes empty a t  this 
boundary and the optimal solution vanishes. Now wsume that one of the last two ine- 
qualities in (45) becomes an equality. In this case either the optimal solution vanishes or a 
basic variable becomes nonbasic. Let i E IB. If 
li+tminbAli = zi+tminbAzi and Ali #Azi 
then at  the lower boundary either the optimal solution vanishes or the i-th variable 
becomes nonbasic a t  its lower bound. Other cases may be analyzed in a similar way. 
2.4. Ranging of constraints  
Let Aai be a given row vector in R, for some i= l ,  ..., m. We consider the family of 
linear programming problems (12) - (14) with the i-th row of the matrix A replaced by 
zi(t), where 
and t E R'. We wish to determine the largest open range (tmi,,tm,) in which the 
coefficient t may vary without affecting the optimal basis or the state of nonbasic vari- 
ables; more precisely, in which the sets IB , Il and I, are constant. We also wish to calcu- 
late the sensitivity of the optimal cost with respect to changes of the i-th constraint 
Z(t) is the optimal solution of problem (11) - (14) with ai replaced by ri(t). 
Let ue denote by IN the set of all nonbasic variables, IN= (1, ..., n)\IB, and decom- 
pose the optimal solution q t )  into the basic vector zB(t) and nonbasic vector zN(t). This 
decomposition is also applied to other n-dimensional vectors, yielding, for example, 
ZB,ZN,CB CN, etc. Thus, the constraint matrix A is decomposed into the basic matrix B 
and nonbasic matrix N. Denote by AA the matrix of increments of the constraint matrix 
A ; its i-th row is equal to Aai and all other rows are equal to  zero. The same decomposi- 
tion applied to  AA yields the matrix of increments of the basic matrix A B  and AN, the 
matrix of increments of N. Of course, the i-th row of A B  is equal to  AaiB , ABi=AaiB 
and the i-th row of A N  is equal to  AaiN,ANi = AaiN. We shall also use the decomposi- 
tion of A into B , U , L and S. The increments of the matrices U and L; are 
A U and AL only the i-th rows of AU and AL are different from zero and equal to  
Aaiu and A ail, respectively. Moreover, we denote 
We then have 
Hence we obtain for the optimal basic vector 
zB(t) = ( B + ~ A B ) - ~ ( B Z ~  - tANzN) 
and for the optimal cost 
F ( q t ) )  = F(z) + cB(B+t~B)- ' (BzB - tANzN)-cBzB 
From this formula we easily derive an expression for the sensitivity 
and for our particular form of AA, 
The range (tmi,,tm,) is determined by the following conditions: 
a) Nonsingularity of the basic matrix B ( t )  
b) Bounds for the basic variables 
c) Necessary conditions of optimality. 
We define vi , the representation vector of A B i  in the basis B ,  
v' = ABiD.  
It can be easily shown that  
Let us discuss condition a first. It can be written in the form 
t  E ( t l , t2)  
where 
s<0 : d e t B ( t ) f O ,  for every t  E (s,0] I 
s>O : detB(t)#, for every t  E [O,s) 
t2= I. 
From (63) i t  follows that  
t1 = -m, if vi 5 0 and t1 = - l / v i ,  if vi > 0 
t2  = $00, if vi 2 0 and t2 = - l / v i ,  if vi < 0.  
Condition b has the form 
I B I ~ B ( ~ ) I u B .  
This yields in virtue of (58) and (63) 
~ ( D ~ A u ~ ~  - vizB+viUB) 2 Z B - u ~  
~ ( D ~ A ~ ~ z - v ~ z ~ + v ~ L ~ )  I zB-lB. 
We denote by (t3,t4) the largest open interval of t  values such that  0 E (t3,t4) and condi- 
tions (68) and (69) are satisfied for every t  E (t3,t4). 
Let r = + 1 in the problem of maximization and t = - 1 in the problem of minimiza- 
tion. Condition c can be written in the form 
r(cI  - c B B ( t ) - l E ( t ) )  5 o (70) 
r(cU - cBB(t ) - l  D( t ) )  2 0 .  (71) 
Hence, by virtue of (57)  and (63) we obtain 
rt[vicl - vicBDL - cBDi(ALi-VL)] 5 r(cBDL-el) 
rt[vicu - v icBDu - cBDi(A  u~-vu)]  2 r(cBDU-cU) 
For every j E Il the inequality sign is < and for every j E I,we take >. We denote by 
( t5 , t 6 )  the largest open interval of t  values such that 0 E ( t5 , t 6 )  and conditions (72)  and 
(73)  are satisfied for every t  E ( t 5 , t 6 ) .  
Finally, we have 
(tmin,tmax) = (tl ,t2)n(t3,t4)n(t5,t6).  ( 7 5 )  
These results are used in a straightforward way for the directional ranging routine 
ROWRAN. In order t o  obtain formulae for the ordinary ranging routine ELMRAN we 
take Aai=c,,  where c, is the r-th unit vector and r is the column index of the matrix ele- 
ment to  be analyzed. In this case we formulate the results directly in terms of the r-th ele- 
ment of the i-th constraint row ai , ~ , ( t )  = af+t. The sensitivity is given by 
The formulae for determining tmi,  and t,, are much simplified. We shall discuss them 
separately for the cases r E  I B ,  r E  I / ,  r E I, and r E  I,= ( 1 ,  ..., n ) \ ( I B ~ I l ~ I u )  ( I ,  is the 
set of fixed variables). Formula (75) holds in all these cases. 
Assume that  r E IB and the r-th column of A is the k-th column of B .  We then 
have ABi=ck,  where ek is the k-th unit m-vector. 
Hence 
The condition of nonsingularity of the basic matrix B ( t )  takes the form (64 ) ,  (66)  with 
the substitution of (77 ) .  The bounds on basic variables yield 
t ( D i z ,  - DfzB + D:uB) > zg -ug  
t ( D i z ,  - D:zB + D:lB) < zB-lB 
These conditions determine the interval ( t3 , t 4 ) .  The necessary conditions of optimality 
(74) take the form 
for each j E  IIUIu.  
We take 5 for every j E Il and >for every j E I,. These conditions determine the interval 
(t53t6). 
Assume now that  r E I!. Then v=O, the basis B ( t )  is nonsingular for every t  and so 
t l=  -00 , t2= +oo. The interval ( t3 , t 4 )  is determined by 
and the interval ( t5 , t 6 )  by 
In the case where r E I,, we have t l=  -oo , t2= +oo , t3  and tq are determined by (81 ) ,  
and the interval ( t5 , t 6 )  is calculated from the condition 
If r E I,, then tl=t5= - m  , t2,t6= +m. The interval (t3,t4) is determined by (81). 
At each finite boundary of the interval (tmin,tm,) either the optimal solution van- 
ishes or a variable changes its state. The following can be said about this change at  the 
upper boundary t, : 
the p-th basic variable (according to the numeration in the basis) passes to its lower 
bound if the p-th scalar inequality in (69) (or (79), or the right-hand side of (81)) is 
violated for every t> t, 
the p-th basic variable passes to its upper bound if the p-th scalar inequality in (69) 
(or (78), or the left-hand side of (81)) is violated for all t >  t,
the p-th (nonbasic) variable (according to the natural numeration) changes its state 
if inequality (74) (or (80)) for j=p is violated for all t>t,,; if (82) or (83) does not 
hold for all t>t,,, then the r-th (nonbasic) variable changes its state. 
The change of state a t  the lower boundary is determined in the same way, with t, 
replaced by tmin. 
2.5. Ranging of columns of the constraint matrix 
Let AAi be a given column vector in R m  for some i=l, ..., n. We consider the family 
of linear programming problems (12) - (14) with the i-th column of the matrix A replaced 
by d l ( t ) ,  where 
and t E R'. We wish to determine the largest open range (tmi,,tm,) in which the 
coefficient t may vary without affecting the optimal basis or the state of nonbasic vari- 
ables, that is, in which the sets IB , I, and I, are constant. We also wish to calculate W, 
the sensitivity of the optimal cost with respect to changes of the i-th column of the con- 
straint matrix. 
We define the representation vector v , 
v = DAA'. (85) 
In virtue of (56) and (60) we obtain 
Like in the previous section, 
where (tl,t2) is the interval of nonsingularity of the basis B(t) ,  (t3,t4) is the interval 
determined by the feasibility conditions on basic variables q t ) B  and (t5,t6) is the interval 
determined by the optimality conditions. For notation and precise definitions, see Section 
2.4. 
Let us first discuss the case where A'  is the k-th column of the basis and so 
AAi=A B ~ .  It is easy to  verify that 
det B(t)  = (l+tvk) det B (87) 
We therefore have 
tl= -m,  if vk5o and tl=-l/vk, if vk>O 
t2= +m,  if vk>O and t2=-l/vk, if vk<O. 
The condition of feasibility of the basic vector (67) yields 
(t3,t4) is the largest open interval of t values such that 0 E (t3,t4) and inequalities (89) 
and (90) are satisfied for every t E (t3,t4). The necessary conditions of optimality (70) 
and (71) take the form 
for each j E I, U I, 
where we take the sign 5 for every j E Il and 2 for every j E I,. (t5,t6) is the largest 
open interval of t values such that  0 E (t5,tG) and inequalities (91) hold for every 
E (t5,tfj) .  
Assume now that  Ai is a nonbasic column. Then t l= -w and t2= +w. The feasi- 
bility conditions for zB(t), and so the formulae for determining t3 and t4 do not depend on 
whether i belongs to  I1 , I, or I,. The feasibility conditions (67) yield 
The interval (t3,t4) is defined as before. If a' E I,, then t5= -w and t6= +w. If i E I/, 
then the optimality conditions (70) and (71) give 
ctcBv2c(ci- c ~ D A ' ) .  (93) 
If i E I,, we obtain from (70) and (71) 
Inequalities (93) and (94) allow us to  determine the interval (t5,tG) which is defined as 
before. 
At each finite boundary of the interval (tmi,,tma,) either the optimal solution van- 
ishes or a variable changes its state. 
The following can be said about this change a t  the upper boundary t, : 
the p-th basic variable (according to  the numeration in the basis) passes to  its lower 
bound if the p-th scalar inequality in (90) (or the right-hand side of (92)) is violated 
for all t>tma, 
the p-th basic variable (according to the numeration in the basis) passes to  its upper 
bound if the p-th scalar inequality in (90) (or the left-hand side of (92)) is violated 
for all t >t,, 
the p-th (nonbasic) variable (according to  the natural numeration) changes its state 
if inequality (91) for j=p is violated for all t>t,,; if (93) or (94) does not hold for 
all t>t,,, then the i-th (nonbasic) variable changes its state. 
The change a t  the lower boundary is determined in a similar fashion, t, replaced by 
tmin. 
3. P O S T O P T I M A L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  L I N E A R  - F R A C T I O N A L  P R O -  
G R A M M I N G  P R O B L E M  
3.1. Solu t ion  of l inear- f rac t ional  p r o b l e m  us ing  t h e  s implex  a l g o r i t h m  
Linear-fractional programming LFP problem may be defined as follows: 
where 
z E R n ,  b E R m  are column vectors; c, d E Rn are row vectors; a, p E R and A is 
an mxn matrix. 
Solving algorithms of the fractional programming that  are dealt with in literature 
may be divided into 4 groups depending on the general strategy of problem solving. How- 
ever all of those use, in effect, well-known and checked numerical algorithms. 
The possibility chosen for POSTAN 3 is direct solving the linear-fractional problem 
using the modified simplex algorithm. Several reasons can be given to  justify this deci- 
sion: 
1. As will be shown instantly, the LFP problem has similar properties as LP, thus can 
be represented in a similar canonical form in the solving algorithm. 
2. Following above, the cost of implementation is relatively low. 
3. The similarities help to  implement postoptimal analysis for the LFP case. 
4. As a by-product, controlling the algorithm will be similar for both cases and it will 
be possible to switch the mode of operation (LP - LFP) for the problem already 
entered. 
We assume that  the vector z has an additional component equal to 1 which 
corresponds to free terms of numerator and denominator. Having the numerator 
N(z) = coz and the denominator M(z) = doz we rewrite LFP problem in the internal 
MINOS form: 
Minimize (or maximize) the quotient of variables: 
subject t o  equality constraints: 
and inequality constraints: 
Here i is an (m+2) x (n+m+3)-matrix: 
where I denotes the (m+2) x (m+2) identity matrix and 
where 
I O if d, = -00 and g ,  = +oo b,  = d, if d, is finite and g ,  = +oo g, if g ,  is finite 
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed above that  the rows of the numerator and 
denominator are placed in matrix A" on last two positions indexed by nom = m + 1 and 
den = m + 2 ,  respectively. Neglecting the order of rows, the representation of constraints 
is analogous as in LP, see equations (9) and (10). 
Let us now assume that  M ( z )  > 0 for each admissible z and thus a few of proper- 
ties of the problem LFP can be written out per analogiam to  the LP case. They are 
important for the construction of the solving algorithm. 
1. The admissible set is a closed and convex polyhedron. 
2. As the denominator is assumed to be positive the criterion is continuous and reaches 
its minimum and maximum if the admissible set is bounded. 
3. The criterion (quotient) is strictly quasi convex (strictly quasi concave) and each of 
its local minimum (maximum) is also global. 
4. The criterion reaches its minimum (maximum) a t  a vertex of the admissible set. 
5.  The criterion has planes of constant value. 
6. If the minimum (maximum) is reached in more than one vertex it is reached a t  any 
boundary point of the admissible set being linear combination of these vertex points. 
Further on the simplex algorithm course will be shown for the LFP case. 
In phase I of the algorithm an admissible solution is searched for. Since both in LP 
and LFP problems the definition of admissible solutions are identical, the whole phase I 
may be used without any changes. 
In phase I1 the simplex algorithm iteratively passes from a current basic solution to  
the consecutive one with smaller (greater) value of the objective function. 
This is done in the following steps: 
1. A variable is chosen for which a relative improvement of the objective function is 
attained and it is entered into the basis. 
2. A variable is found which leaves the basis, i.e., reaches its upper or lower limit as 
the first from among all basic variables which change their values according to  
change of variable entering the basis. 
3. A new basic matrix is computed after the exchange. This operation is not performed 
in the case when the variable chosen jumps from one of its limits to the opposite not 
affecting the status of the others. 
The above procedure is interrupted when one of the stopping conditions is fulfilled: 
1. The admissible set is empty - this is detected in phase I. 
2. The optimal solution is reached - introduction of any nonbasic variables does not 
improve the objective function. 
3. The solution is unbounded - the variable introduced into the basis may unlimitedly 
change not affecting the status of the others. 
4. The solution is unbounded - the denominator can attain a zero value (a condition 
specific for the LFP implementation). Preserving M(z)>O is traced. 
It results from the properties of the problem that  only step 1 of phase I1 of the simplex 
algorithm has t o  be modified as two others do not directly depend on the form of objec- 
tive function. 
In the simplex algorithm the criterion of choice of the variable that  enters the basis 
is the reduced cost calculated for nonbasic variables. It is calculated using the current 
basic matrix and original coefficients of the ~ r o b l e m  and is equal to  the partial derivative 
of objective function with respect to  the given variable a t  the current vertex point. Due to  
linearity of the objective function it ensures decreasing (increasing) the objective function 
in consecutive vertex pointed a t  by the unit vector corresponding t o  the given variable. 
Thus the following lemma is essential for the described modification of the simplex 
algorithm. 
Lemma. Let 
where: zO, (E  R n ,  c,d E Rn and a is a real. Assume that  the set 
is nonempty. 
The function h is continuous and differentiable on H and its derivative h' is of con- 
stant sign on H. In particular, if h'(al)<O for some a l € H ,  then h'(a)<O for every ~ E H .  
The modified simplex algorithm computes modified reduced cost for nonbasic vari- 
ables with respect to  the linear-fractional objective function i.e. its corresponding direc- 
tional derivatives. The modified reduced cost for the j-th nonbasic variable is as follows: 
Having in mind that  -cBB-' and -dBB-' are the simplex multipliers of current basis 
with respect to  N(z) and M(z),  the modified reduced cost in LFP case (103) can be com- 
puted from the simplex multipliers, coefficients of the original matrix of the problem and 
the values of numerator and denominator. 
It can be easily checked that  the modified reduced cost computed according to  (103) 
is appropriate as the criterion of choice of a variable entering the basis. Therefore, the 
optimality test may be performed as in the original simplex algorithm. Similarly, other 
stopping conditions of the algorithm are independent from that  modification. 
The notation of Chapter 2 will be introduced here for the LFP case. 
Minimize (or maximize) the quotient of linear functions: 
N(Y)  = C Y  , M(Y)  = dy (104) 
subject to  
We denote the optimal solution of this problem by z and decompose it in the obvi- 
ous way into the following subvectors: 
zg basic vector 
zl vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are at their lower bounds 
z, vector of nonfixed, nonbasic variables which are at their upper bounds 
zs vector of fixed variables (i.e., variables for which u, = li). 
Let I, be the set of indices of all nonbasic variables at their upper bounds and let II be the 
set of indices of all nonbasic variables at their lower bounds. Fixed variables are not 
included in I, or I/. We shall let IB denote the set of indices of all basic variables. This 
decomposition is also applied to the other vectors, yielding, for example, C g ,  CI ,  c,; Lg, 11, 
LU; ug, UI, uu. It is clear that q = I,, z, = u,, z, = us. Thus the constraint matrix is 
decomposed into the basic matrix B and matrices L, U, S such that 
Hence we have 
for the basic vector and 
for the optimal cost. 
3.2. Ranging of cost in LFP case 
Let Ac, Ad be given row vectors in R,+, (not equal to zero simultaneously) where 
AC',  ~ d '  = 0 for i = n+ l ,  ..., n+m and for fixed variables. We consider the family of LFP 
problems (104)-(106) with the cost vectors c ,  d replaced by ~ ( t )  and d(t) ,  respectively, 
where: 
and t is a real number, t E R'. We wish to determine the largest range [tmi,,t,,,] in 
which the coefficient t may vary without affecting the optimal solution, i.e., the range in 
which the optimal solution is equal to z for every t .  
It is clear from (108) that the optimal solution remains unchanged and equal to z for 
all values of t such that 
and 
c(M(z,t) ( rU(t)  - ~ g ( t ) D u )  - N(z,t) (d , ( t )  - d g ( t ) ~ u ) )  2 0 (111) 
where 
$1 in the case of maximization 
-1 in the case of minimization 
and as long as the denominator will be positive 
M(z,t) > 0 . 
These general results are analogous to those obtained for LP case. From among a 
few possibilities of postoptimal analysis that arise here: 
1. Varying just one cost coefficient no matter of the numerator nor denominator as in 
the ordinary ranging routine for LP case. 
2. Varying a pair of numerator and denominator coefficients corresponding to  the same 
variable. 
3. Varying all coefficients in the fashion of the directional cost routine for LP case. 
the first one is implemented for POSTAN 3. 
Setting Ac  = e, and Ad = 0 (or in the opposite manner), where e, is the i-th unit 
vector (which has all components equal to zero except for the a-th component, which is 
equal to  one), we obtain formulas for the ordinary cost ranging routine (CRAN) in the 
LFP case. In this case we formulate the results separately for the numerator and denomi- 
nator cost components. 
We shall use the following notation: 
For nonbasic components (i E I,uI,) of the numerator we have 
N ( ~ , o )  T/ - M(z,O) Tf 
ti" = 
- z, T! + M(z,O) 
and for the denominator components 
- N(z,O) T:+ M(z,O) Ti" 
t/ = 
N(z,O) - 2, T; 
together with 
In terms of intervals for a numerator cost component corresponding to the nonbasic vari- 
able we obtain: 
and for a denominator cost component: 
~ ' E A ~ B  
where 
[di+ t / ,  +a) for tf<o 
(-oo,di+tidJ for ~ P > o  
(tM,+oo) for tM<o 
B = (  (-oo, ti x ) for tM>o 
For primarily degenerated variables formulas (1 10) and (1 11) become equalities. Then the 
boundary value of parameter t is equal to  zero and the range for the parameter depends 
on the status (nonbasic a t  lower or upper limit) of the particular variable given by the 
simplex algorithm. 
For the numerator basic components ( i E  IB) the formulas are a bit complicated: 
and 
and for the denominator basic components in presence of the condition (116) 
and 
In terms of intervals the results look as follows: 
. . 
ci E [c '  - tk inc  , C'  + t i a x c ]  
- 
d' [d' - t i i n d ,  d' + t i axd]  n B 
where set B is defined as in (118). 
In all these cases, if the set of indices over which the maximum (or minimum) is taken is 
empty, then tmin = -m (or tmax = + m ) .  
At each finite boundary of the interval [t,,in,tmax] a nonbasic variable changes its 
state. The number of this variable and the kind of change are determined by the left- 
hand side component of (110) or (111) or (112) which changes its sign on the boundary. 
If 
for some i E 11, then a t  the upper boundary t = t, the i-th variable passes from Il to  
either IB or I,, or the optimal solution vanishes. If (120) holds but for all t < tmin, then 
an equivalent statement may be made for the lower boundary tmin. If 
for some i~ I,, then a t  the upper boundary t = tmax the i-th variable passes from I, to 
either IB or 11, or the optimal solution vanishes. If (124) holds but for all t < tmin, then 
an equivalent statement may be made for the lower boundary tmin. 
B. U S E R  M A N U A L  
1. I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  O F  L I N E A R  P O S T A N  IN M I N O S  
In order to  insert the POSTAN procedures into MINOS, and to  allow them to be 
used in the same way as other MINOS facilities, we have made the changes outlined 
below. 
1.1. N e w  key-words  in the S P E C S  file 
II BYELEMS C O S T  RANG- 
BYELEMS 
B O U N D  
RANGING 
M A T R I X  ELE-  
MENT RANG- 
ING 
DIRECTIONAL 
C O S T  RANG- 
ING 
DIRECTIONAL 
RHS RANGING 
DIRECTIONAL 
B O U N D  
RANGING 
meaning I 
This activates the postoptimal analysis of cost 
ranges. Subroutine CRAN is called (see Section 
2.1) .  Insensitivity ranges for each cost coefficient 
are calculated under the assumption that  the values 
of the others are kept constant. There is no request 
for data 
A similar procedure is carried out for each com- 
ponent of the rhs vector. Subroutine RHSRAN is 
called (see Section 2.2) .  There is no request for data  
This command initiates the computation of insensi- 
tivity ranges for the upper and lower bounds of each 
structural and logical variable. Subroutine BRAN is 
called (see Section 2 .3) .  Insensitivity ranges are 
produced for two cases: NO SOLUTION CHANGE 
and NO BASIS CHANGE. There is no request for 
data  
This activates postoptimal analysis of elements of 
the constraint matrix. Subroutine ELMRAN is 
called (see Section 2 .4) .  The list of elements has to 
be specified 
This is the first of five commands which enable the 
user to  perform directional postoptimal analysis. 
The cost vector is shifted along the direction indi- 
cated by the data. Subroutine DIRRAN is called 
(see Section 2.5) .  The length of insensitivity interval 
thus obtained is printed out 
This command activates postoptimal analysis of the 
rhs vector. Subroutine DRHSRN is called (see Sec- 
tion 2.6) .  The direction of change has to be 
specified 
Postoptimal analysis of the upper and lower bounds 
of all variables is activated. Subroutine DBRAN is 
called (see Section 2.7).  The user has to  provide 
data  to  define the direction of alteration of both 
upper and lower bounds 
New key-words in SPECS file (cont.) 
The parts of the key-words which are analyzed by the program, are printed in bo ld  font. 
Key 
M A T R I X  R O W  
RANGING 
M A T R I X  
COLUMN 
RANGING 
D A T A  
R A N G I N G  
FILE n 
P R I N T  D A T A  
RANGING FILE 
1.2. Data ranging file - input f o r m a t  
The da ta  for the postoptimal analysis procedures are prepared in an MPS-like for- 
mat and placed in the file specified by the MINOS key-word DATA RANGING FILE. 
The data sets for different directional ranging procedures may be given in any order. The 
beginning of the data  set for each procedure is identified by the line NAME and its end by 
the line ENDATA. The line 'SET' may occur immediately after the line NAME in each 
data set; this line defines the default values of all the variables which are not explicitly 
defined. Every data  set is identified by the name given in the line NAME. 
The records in the DATA RANGING FILE should have the following (basic) form, 
which is analogous to MPS format: 
default 
off 
off 
n = 5  
none 
Columns: 1-4, 5-12, 15-22, 25-36, 40-4 7 ,  50-61 
Fields: fl ,  f2, f3, f4, f5, f6 
meaning 
This activates postoptimal analysis of a constraint 
row. The row number and the direction of altera- 
tion have to  be specified by the user. Subroutine 
ROWRAN is called (see Section 2.8) 
Postoptimal analysis of a column of the constraint 
matrix is initiated. The user has to  specify the 
column number and the direction of alteration. Sub- 
routine COLRAN is called (see Section 2.9) 
This key-word specifies the logical number of the 
data file for procedures of matrix elements ranging 
and directional ranging. If none of these procedures 
is called, this key-word will be ignored if it is 
present. It is obligatory to  declare a data  ranging 
file if a procedure which requires data is used 
If this key-word is used, the whole Data Ranging 
File will be printed in the output. Otherwise, only 
the records with comments and the records NAME, 
SET and ENDATA are printed 
Below we give a detailed description of the data set for each directional ranging procedure 
and for ELMRAN. 
Directional Bound Ranging 
Remarks: 
f6 
Value 
Value 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
f l  
NAME 
'SET' 
ENDATA 
f2 f3 
DBOU 
f4 
Comments 
f5 
Value 
Value 
Value 
LOWER 
UPPER 
Row/col. name 
Row/col. name 
Row/col. name 
Row/col. name 
If field f2 in a given record is empty, this means that  it is the same as in the last 
record. Field f2 must not be empty in the first data record. 
The records with identifiers UPPER and LOWER may appear in an arbitrary order. 
LOWER is used for increments of the lower bounds and UPPER for increments of 
the upper bounds. 
Directional Cost Ranging 
1. NAME DCOS 
2 .  'SET' Comments Value 
Col. name Value Col. name Value 
4. ENDATA 
Directional RHS Ranging 
1. NAME DRHS 
'SET' Comments Value 
3. Row name Value Row name Value 
4. ENDATA 
Matriz Element Ranging 
Remarks: 
Field f2 of record 2  may be empty. This means that  i t  is the same as in the previous 
record. It must not be empty in the first da ta  record. 
The maximum number of elements which can be specified is the integer part of N / 2  
where N  is the number of all variables, N= n + m + 2 .  
Matriz Row Ranging 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
Matriz Column Ranging 
f l  
NAME 
ENDATA 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
f2 
Col, name 
f l  
NAME 
'SET' 
ENDATA 
f2 
f3 
MELE 
Row name 
f5 
Row name 
f4 
f3 
MROW 
f6 
f4 
Comments Value 
Value Row name 
f5 
Col. name 
f6 
Col. name Value 
Remarks: 
In both data  sets, field f2 of record 3 may be empty; this means that  it is the same as 
in the previous record. Field f2 must not be empty in the first da ta  record. 
1. 
Only one row and/or column may be specified. 
f3 
MCOL 
The following general rules apply to all da ta  sets: 
f l  
NAME 
One of the pairs of fields (f3,f4) and (f5,f6) may be empty. 
f4 
2. 
3. 
4. 
f2 
If 'SET' appears, it must follow immediately after NAME. If 'SET' does not occur, 
the default for all variables whose values are not specified is zero. This has the same 
effect as 
'SET' 0. 
Value 
Value 
Comments may be entered in arbitrary positions in the data  set. They are identified 
by an asterisk * in the first column. 
f5 
'SET' 
ENDATA 
The values should be written as real numbers in a format accepted by FORTRAN 
f6 
Row name 
DATA RANGING FILE is read once to find the necessary data  set (one cycle is per- 
formed). This file is not rewound if it is correctly constructed and the data  sets occur 
in the following order: DCOS, DBOU, DRHS, MELE, MROW, MCOL. 
Value 
Comments 
1.3. S u b r o u t i n e s  of l i n e a r  P O S T A N  
Col. name 
In its present form the package contains nine subroutines, which can be divided into 
two groups. CRAN, RHSRAN, BRAN and ELMRAN perform ordinary ranging (by ele- 
ments) while DIRRAN, DRHSRN, DBRAN, ROWRAN and COLRAN perform direc- 
tional ranging. In this section we describe the output produced by each subroutine and 
give an explanation of the results. The inputs are described in Section 1.2 and the 
mathematical theory is presented in Section A.2 . 
Row name 
1.3.1. C R A N  
CRAN performs ordinary ranging on the costs. For each cost component ah, 
i = 1, ..., n ,  the subroutine determines the largest range in which ah may vary without 
affecting the optimal solution. While the range for ah is being determined, all other com- 
ponents ad, j # i, remain fixed a t  their original values. CRAN also gives some informa- 
tion on the change of state of variables a t  the boundaries. 
This subroutine does not require any input data. 
The output is entitled COST RANGING. The following information is then given 
for each cost component, i = 1, ..., n:  
NUMBER Number of structural variable 
COLUMN Name of structural variable 
OBJ GRADIENT Cost component 
LOWER LIMIT Lower boundary of the range in which the cost com- 
ponent may vary without affecting the optimal solu- 
tion 
UPPER LIMIT Upper boundary of this range 
CHANGE AT LOWER Name of the nonbasic variable which changes its 
LIMIT (OR OPTSOL VAN- state a t  the lower boundary; this is printed only if 
ISHES) the lower boundary is finite. (Beware: CRAN does 
not know if there is an optimal solution beyond the 
boundary so that the name of a nonbasic variable 
may be printed even if the optimal solution van- 
ishes) 
CHANGE AT UPPER Name of the nonbasic variable which changes its 
LIMIT (OR OPTSOL VAN- state at the upper boundary (other explanations as 
ISHES) above) 
M+J NUMBER + rn + 1 
1.3.2. RHSRAN 
RHSRAN performs ordinary ranging on the right-hand sides (rhs). For each com- 
ponent b ; ,  i = 1, ..., m+1, of the vector of right-hand sides (except for the objective row, 
i # obj), this subroutine determines the maximum range in which b;. may vary without 
affecting the optimal basis. While the range for b;. is being determined, all other com- 
ponents c,, j # i, are fixed a t  their original values. It should be noted that  the rhs vector 
b" is not glways the right-hand side of a constraint system in the original formulation 
(1)-(3); the user should refer to  (5)-(10). In addition, RHSRAN gives some information 
on the change of state of variables a t  the boundaries. 
This subroutine does not require any input data. 
The output is entitled RHS RANGING. The following information is then given for 
each rhs component, i = 1, ..., m+1, except for the objective row, i # obj: 
NUMBER 
ROW 
RHS 
LOWER LIMIT 
UPPER LIMIT 
CHANGE A T  LOWER 
LIMIT (OR O P T  SOL VAN- 
ISHES) 
C H A N G E A T U P P E R  
LIMIT (OR O P T  SOL VAN- 
ISHES) 
M+J 
n + i + l  
Name of row 
Right-hand-side component 6;- 
Lower boundary of the range in which the rhs com- 
ponent may vary without affecting the optimal basis 
Upper boundary of this range 
Name of the basic variable which becomes nonbasic 
a t  the lower boundary. LL is printed if this variable 
reaches its lower bound and UL if it reaches its 
upper bound; the name is printed only if the boun- 
dary is finite. (Beware: RHSRAN does not know if 
there is an optimal solution beyond the boundary 
and so a variable name may be printed even if the 
optimal solution vanishes) 
Name of the basic variable which becomes nonbasic 
a t  the upper boundary (other explanations as above) 
Number of row 
1.3.3. BRAN 
BRAN performs ordinary ranging on the bounds. For each lower bound 6 and each 
- - 
upper bound Ci, i = 1, ..., n+rn+2, the subroutine determines two ranges: range A, which 
is the maximum range in which the bound may vary without affecting the optimal solu- 
tion, and range B, which is the maximum range in which the bound may vary without 
affecting the optimal basis. While these ranges are being determined for (or C i ) ,  all 
other bounds remain fixed a t  their original values. BRAN also gives some information on 
the change of state of variables a t  the boundaries. This analysis is not performed for fixed 
- 
variables, i.e., if 6, = 1,.  
This subroutine does not require any input data. 
The output is entitled BOUND RANGING. It is divided into two parts, A and B, 
which will now be discussed separately. 
Part A 
Part  A is entitled A. NO SOLUTION CHANGE and is divided into two subsections, 
SECTION 1 - ROWS and SECTION 2 - COLUMNS, which correspond to  the sections of 
the same name in the final output of MINOS. 
SECTION 1 - ROWS contains the following information for each slack variable i?,, 
i = n+2, ..., n+m+2 (or for each row constraint), except for the slack variable Zn+l+obj 
which corresponds to the objective row. In the first two columns we have: 
NUMBER Number of slack variable i 
ROW Name of row 
If = 4 for the slack variable under consideration, the remaining columns contain only 
the message FIXED VARIABLE. 
In the case when the slack variable 5, is nonbasic a t  its lower bound the message 
VARIABLE A T  LOWER BOUND appears in the next two columns, which otherwise con- 
tain: 
LL FOR L BOUND Lower boundary of range A for 4 
UL FOR L BOUND Upper boundary of range A for 1, 
The next two columns give similar information about the upper bound. In other words, if 
the slack variable 5, is nonbasic a t  its upper bound, the message VARIABLE AT UPPER 
BOUND is printed; if not the columns contain: 
LL FOR U BOUND Lower boundary of range A for 6, 
UL FOR U BOUND Upper boundary of range A for 6, 
The last column contains: 
I Row number 
SECTION 2 - COLUMNS contains information analogous to  that  described above 
for each structural variable q, i = 1, ..., n. All of the information may be interpreted in 
the same way as in SECTION 1 - ROWS, with the following exceptions: 
NUMBER Number of structural variable 
COLUMN Name of structural variable 
M+J m+l+i  
Part B 
Part  B is entitled B. NO BASIS CHANGE. It is also divided into two subsections, SEC- 
TION 1 - ROWS and SECTION 2 - COLUMNS. 
SECTION 1 - ROWS contains the following information for each slack variable q, 
i = n+2, ..., n+m+2, except for the slack variable Zn+l+obj which corresponds to  the 
objective row. The first two columns contain: 
NUMBER Number of slack variable 
ROW Name of row 
If u", = 4 for the slack variable under consideration, the remaining columns contain only 
the message FIXED VARIABLE. 
In the case when the slack variable fi is nonbasic at  its lower bound the message 
VARIABLE AT LOWER BOUND appears in the next two columns, which otherwise con- 
tain: 
LL FOR L BOUND Lower boundary of range B for 6 
UL FOR L BOUND 
The next two columns give similar information about the upper bound. In other words, if 
the slack variable is nonbasic a t  its upper bound, the message VARIABLE A T  UPPER 
BOUND is printed; if not the columns contain: 
LL FOR U BOUND Lower boundary of range B for fi 
UL FOR U BOUND Upper boundary of range B for 5 
The columns which follow all appear under the heading CHANGES A T  BDRIES 
(OR O P T  SOL VANISHES). These are used only for nonbasic slack variables, remaining 
blank for basic variables. 
If the slack variable is a t  its lower bound then the columns contain the names of 
the basic variables which change their state a t  the boundaries of range B for 6, given that  
the solution does not vanish. The message LL indicates that  the variable has reached its 
lower bound, while UL shows that  the upper bound has been reached. The first column, 
headed LOWER, gives the name of the variable which changes its state a t  the lower 
boundary of range B for fi; the second column, headed UPPER, gives the name of the 
variable which changes its state a t  the upper boundary. The name of 4 may also appear 
under the heading UPPER. This means that  lZi is the upper boundary of range B for 4 
and the set of feasible solutions is then empty beyond the boundary. 
If the slack variable 4 is a t  its upper bound, these columns contain the names of the 
basic variables which change their states a t  the boundaries of range B for Ci, given that  
the solution does not vanish. The messages LL and UL have the same meaning as above. 
The first column, headed LOWER, gives the name of the variable which changes its state 
a t  the lower boundary of range B for t i i ;  the second column, headed UPPER,  gives the 
name of the variable which changes its state a t  the upper boundary. If the name of 
appears under the heading LOWER, then is the lower boundary of range B for lZi and 
the set of feasible solutions is then empty beyond this boundary. 
The last column contains: 
I Row number 
SECTION 2 - COLUMNS contains information analogous to  that  described above 
for each structural variable 4, i = 1, ..., n .  All of the information may be interpreted in 
the same way as in SECTION 1 - ROWS, with the following exceptions: 
NUMBER Number of structural variable 
COLUMN Name of structural variable 
M+J m + l + i  
Beware: in most cases BRAN does not know if there is an optimal solution beyond the 
boundaries of range B and so a variable name may be printed under 
CHANGES A T  BDRIES (OR O P T  SOL VANISHES) even if the optimal solution van- 
ishes. The question whether the optimal solution exists may be answered (in the negative) 
only if the name of the nonbasic variable appears in the appropriate column of the output. 
1.3.4. ELMRAN 
ELMRAN performs ordinary ranging on the elements of the constraint matrix 
col(al,az ,..., am) (see (2)). For selected elements a;, i = 1 ,..., n,  j = 1 ,..., m the subroutine 
determines the largest open range in which af. may vary without affecting the optimal 
basis or the state of nonbasic variables. The list of the selected elements is given in the 
data. While the range for a:. is being determined, all other elements a!, k different from i 
and/or j different frbm 1, a;e fixed a t  their original values. ELMRAN glso gives the sensi- 
tivity of the optimal cost with respect to  the elements. In addition, some information on 
the change of state of variables a t  the boundaries is given. 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled MATRIX ELEMENT RANGING. The following information 
is then printed for each of the selected elements a;: 
NUMBER 
ROW 
NUMBER 
COLUMN 
ELEM VALUE 
LOWER LIMIT 
UPPER LIMIT 
SENSITIVITY 
CHANGE A T  LL 
CHANGE AT UL 
Number of slack variable 
Name of row 
Number of column 
Name of column 
Value of the selected element of the constraint matrix 
Lower boundary of the range in which the element may vary 
without affecting the optimal basis or the state of nonbasic 
variables 
Upper boundary of this range 
Sensitivity of optimal cost with respect to  the selected element 
Name of the variable which changes its state a t  the lower 
boundary. No name is printed if the boundary is infinite or the 
optimal basis becomes singular a t  the boundary. T O  LL is 
printed if this variable becomes nonbasic a t  its lower bound, 
OFF LL is printed if it is nonbasic and leaves its lower bound. 
Similarly, T O  UL and OFF UL are printed for the upper 
bound. (Beware: ELMRAN does not know if there is an 
optimal solution beyond the boundary and so a variable name 
may be printed even if the optimal solution vanishes) 
Name of the variable which changes its state a t  the upper 
boundary. Other explanations as above. 
If the row number is the number of objective row, the following message is displayed: 
XXX THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF ROW IS THE NUMBER OF OBJECTIVE ROW 
and no analysis is performed for this particular element. 
1.3.5. DIRRAN 
DIRRAN performs directional ranging on the costs. For a given increment Aao€R, 
of the cost vector ao, this subroutine determines the largest real t,, > 0 such that  for 
every cost vector of the form a. + tAao, t€[O,t,,,], the optimal solution is the same as at 
the point a. (i.e., a t  t = 0). The boundary cost components a; + t m a x ~ a h ,  i = 1, ... ,n , and 
some information on the change of state of variables a t  the boundary is also given. 
Beware: if a structural variable, say 4, is fixed, then Aab is automatically set to  zero, 
regardless of the value given in the data. 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled DIRECTIONAL COST RANGING. It takes one of two forms, 
depending on the value of t,,,. If t,,,<10~~, we have the finite range case, while if 
t,,,>10~~ we have the infinite range case. Let us consider the finite range first. 
In this case the sub-heading FINITE RANGE is printed below the main title, with 
the corresponding value of t, in brackets. Next, the following information is given for 
each structural variable 4, i = 1, ..., n :  
NUMBER Number of structural variable 
COLUMN Name of structural variable 
DIRECTION Increment component A ah 
OBJ GRADIENT Cost component ah 
BOUNDARY VALUE Boundary value of cost component (a6 + tmaXAab) 
M+J m + l + i  
At the boundary t=tmax either the optimal solution vanishes or one of the nonbasic vari- 
ables changes its state. The name and original state of this variable are given in the last 
row of the output in the form: A T  BOUNDARY VARIABLE "name" CEASES T O  BE 
A T  "bound" OR OPTIMAL SOLUTION VANISHES. The letters LL are substituted for 
"bound" if the variable is no longer a t  its lower bound, while UL appears if the variable is 
no longer a t  its upper bound. 
In the infinite range case (t,,,>10~~) the message INFINITE RANGE 
(TMAX.GE.l.El5) is displayed. Beneath this the same information is given for each 
structural variable as in the finite range case, except for the BOUNDARY VALUE, which 
is no longer relevant. 
1.3.6. DRHSRN 
DRHSRN performs directional ranging on the right-hand sides. For a given vector of 
increments ALE R m + '  of the rhs vector b ,  DRHSRN determines the largest real t,,,>O 
such that  for every rhs of the form b"+ tAb", t t [O,t,,,], the optimal basis is the same as 
a t  the point b" (i.e., a t  t = 0). is automatically set to zero. 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled DIRECTIONAL RHS RANGING. It takes one of two forms, 
depending on the value of t,,,. If t,, < 1015, we have the finite range case, while if 
> 1015 we have the infinite range case. Let us consider the finite range first. t m a  - 
In this case the sub-heading FINITE RANGE is printed below the main title, with 
the corresponding value of t,, in brackets. Next, the following information is given for 
each row (or each slack variable Zi,i = n+2, ..., n+m+2), except for the objective row (or 
the slack variable Zn+l+obj): 
NUMBER Number of slack variable 
ROW Name of row 
DIRECTION Component Ab;. of the increment vector 
RHS Right-hand side component 6,. 
BOUNDARY VALUE Boundary value of the rhs component (b;.+ tm,A&) 
I Row number 
At the boundary t = tmax either the optimal solution vanishes or one of the basic vari- 
ables changes its state. The name and type of change are given in the last row of the out- 
put in the form: A T  THE BOUNDARY VARIABLE "name" PASSES FROM THE 
BASIS T O  "bound" OR OPTIMAL SOLUTION VANISHES. The letters LL are substi- 
tuted for "bound" if the variable reaches its lower bound and UL if i t  reaches its upper 
bound. 
In the infinite range case (tm, - >1015) the message INFINITE RANGE 
(TMAX.GE.l.El5) is displayed. Beneath this the same information is given for each 
non-objective row as in the finite range case, except for the BOUNDARY VALUE, which 
is no longer relevant. 
1.3.7. DBRAN 
DBRANgerforms directional ranging on the bounds. For a given vector of incre- 
ments col (A1,AI) E R'("+~+')  of the vector of bounds col (1,4), this subroutine deter- 
mines two real numbers: 
tQ, 2 0, the largest real number such that for every bound vector of the form col 
(1,u") + t col ( A C A I ) ,  t E [O,t,,,,] the optimal solution is the same as for the bound 
vector col ( l , I ) ,  i.e., a t  t = 0. 
tQnb 2 0, the largest real number such that  for every bound vector of the form col 
(I,<) + t col ( A < A ~ " ) ,  t E [O,trnnb] the optimal basis is the same as for the bound 
vector col ((u"), i.e., a t  t = 0. 
The bound increments A<,AIi  which correspond to fixed variables are automatically set 
t o  zero regardless of the values given in the data. 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled DIRECTIONAL BOUND RANGING. Information on t,, 
is given under the heading A.NO CHANGE IN OPTIMAL SOLUTION. If t,, < 10 1 ? 
the message FINITE RANGE is displayed, with the corresponding value of tmaxa. in 
brackets. If t,, - > 1015, INFINITE RANGE (TMAXA.GE.l.El5) is printed. Similar 
information on tmaxb is given under heading B.NO CHANGE IN THE OPTIMAL BASIS. 
The rest of the output is divided into two sections: SECTION 1 - ROWS and SECTION 
2 - COLUMNS. 
SECTION 1 - ROWS contains the following information for each slack variable F;, 
i = n+2, ..., n+m+2 (or for each row), except for the slack variable Fn+l+obj which 
corresponds to  the objective row: 
NUMBER 
ROW 
LL DIRECTION 
LL BOUNDARY A 
LL BOUNDARY B 
UL DIRECTION 
UL BOUNDARY A 
UL BOUNDARY B 
Number of slack variable 
Name of row 
Component A( of the lower bound increment vector A[ 
Boundary value of the lower bound 4 + t,,,,A(; this is 
printed only if t,, < 1015 
Boundary value of the lower bound 4 + tmaXbA(; this is 
printed only if tmaxb < 1015 
Component Au", of the upper bound increment vector Au" 
Boundary value of the upper bound + t,,,,AI;; this 
is printed only if t,, < 1015 
Boundary value of the upper bound Ci + tmaxbACi; this 
is printed only if tmaxb < 1015 
Row number 
SECTION 2 - COLUMNS contains information analogous to that described above 
for each structural variable %, i = 1, ..., n ,  with the following exceptions: 
NUMBER Number of structural variable 
COLUMN Name of structural variable 
M+J m + l + i  
The last two rows of the output contain information on the change of state of variables a t  
the boundaries. If t,, < 1015, the message AT THE BOUNDARY A THE VARIABLE 
"name" HITS "bound" is displayed. The letters LL are substituted for "bound" if the 
variable hits its lower bound and letters UL if it hits the upper bound. If tmaxb < 1015, 
the message AT THE BOUNDARY B THE BASIC VARIABLE "name" BECOMES 
NONBASIC AT "bound" OR OPTIMAL SOLUTION VANISHES is displayed in the next 
row. Once again, LL is used to denote the lower bound and UL the upper bound. 
1.3.8. ROWRAN 
ROWRAN performs directional ranging on the rows of the constraint matrix. For a 
given vector of increments Aai E R n  of the constraint vector a,, i = 1, ..., m, RO WRAN 
determines the largest open range (tmin,tm,) such that for every i-th constraint vector of 
the form ai + tAai, t E (tmin,tm,), the optimal basis and the state of nonbasic variables 
are the same as a t  the point ai (i.e., a t  t= 0). 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled MATRIX ROW RANGING. The following information is 
given in the first two rows of the output: 
NUMBER 
ROW 
TMIN 
TMAX 
SENSITIVITY 
CHANGE A T  LL 
CHANGEATUL 
I 
Number of slack variable 
Name of row 
Lower boundary of the range 
Upper boundary of the range 
Sensitivity of optimal cost with respect to  parameter t 
Name of the variable which changes its state a t  the 
lower boundary. No name is printed if the boundary is 
infinite or the optimal basis becomes singular a t  the 
boundary. TO LL is printed if this variable becomes 
nonbasic a t  its lower bound, OFF LL is printed if it is 
nonbasic and leaves its lower bound. Similarly, T O  
UL and OFF UL are printed for the upper bound. 
(Beware: ROWRAN does not know if there is an 
optimal solution beyond the boundary and so a vari- 
able name may be printed even if the optimal solution 
vanishes) 
Name of variable which changes its state a t  the upper 
boundary. Other explanations as above 
Number of row 
Next, the following information is given for each structural variable: 
NUMBER Number of column 
COLUMN Name of column 
DIRECTION Increment component A a: 
ELEM VALUE Component a; of the constraint vector a, 
LOWER LIMIT Lower boundary value of the component 
of the constraint vector (a:+t ~ a 3 ;  
this is printed only if tmi,> -10 lpin 
k UPPER LIMIT Upper boundary value (ai + t m a X ~ a 3 ;  
only if t,,,<10~~ 
M+J m+l+k 
1.3.9. COLRAN 
COLRAN performs directional ranging on the structural columns of the constraint 
matrix. For a given vector of increments Aa' of the column a', i = 1, ..., n, COLRAN 
determines the largest range (tmin,tmax) such that for every i-th constraint column of the 
form a' + tAal , t  E(  tmi,,tmax) the optimal basis and the state of nonbasic variables are the 
same as a t  the point a' (i.e., a t  t=  0). AaLbj is automatically set to zero. 
Data: see Section 1.2. 
The output is entitled MATRIX COLUMN RANGING. The following information is 
given in the first two rows of the output: 
NUMBER 
COLUMN 
TMIN 
TMAX 
SENSITIVITY 
CHANGE AT LL 
C H A N G E A T U L  
M+J 
Number of column 
Name of column 
Lower boundary of the range 
Upper boundary of the range 
Sensitivity of optimal cost with respect to  parameter t 
Name of the variable which changes its state a t  the 
lower boundary. No name is printed if the boundary is 
infinite or the optimal basis becomes singular a t  the 
boundary. T O  LL is printed if this variable becomes 
nonbasic a t  its lower bound, OFF LL is printed if i t  is 
nonbasic and leaves its lower bound. Similarly, T O  
UL and O F F  UL are printed for the upper bound. 
(Beware: COLRAN does not know if there is an 
optimal solution beyond the boundary and so a vari- 
able name may be printed even if the optimal solution 
vanishes) 
Name of the variable which changes its state a t  the 
upper boundary. Other explanations as above 
m + l + i  
Next, the following information is given for each row (except for the objective row): 
NUMBER Number of slack variable 
ROW Name of row 
DIRECTION Increment component A a; 
ELEM VALUE Component af of the constraint column a' 
LOWER LIMIT Lower boundary value of the component 
of the constraint column (a; + tmi,Aa;); 
this is printed only if tmi,>-10l5 
UPPER LIMIT Upper boundary value (af + tmaXAai); 
only if t,,,<10~~ 
I Number of row 
1.4. Additional information about outputs 
Errors are indicated by messages beginning with XXX. Fatal errors which occur 
when the Data  Ranging File for a particular type of postoptimal analysis is being pro- 
cessed do not stop postoptimal analysis of other types. The outputs are printed in the fol- 
lowing order: Directional Cost Ranging, Directional Bound Ranging, Directional RHS 
Ranging, Cost Ranging, Bound Ranging, RHS Ranging, Matrix Element Ranging, Matrix 
Row Ranging and Matrix Column Ranging. 
NONE is printed in place of any number whose absolute value is greater than or 
equal to  1015 (such numbers are taken as equal t o  infinity). For greater clarity of the out- 
put, format F16.5 is used and so it may happen that a number is out of format. In this 
case, asterisks are printed. 
1.5. An Example 
We shall now illustrate the performance of POSTAN using a simple example. The 
linear programming problem is as follows: Maximize 
subject to 
An additional constraint is introduced as the fourth row: 
in order to show the effect of a free constraint on the POSTAN output. 
Below, exemplary of output of the subroutines DIRRAN, DBRAN, DRHSRN, 
CRAN, BRAN, RHSRAN, ELMRAN, ROWRAN and COLRAN is reproduced. 
nmm test  
r h  r4 
n w s  
rti r 3  
bounds 
nd bo d 
f r  bo Ys 
r d a t a  
m i n o r  --- m i o n  4.0 nar 1981 
- - - - -  
- - - - -  
rpecr f i l e  
- - - - - -- -- - 
kgin FUSIAN Emmple f o r  Linsar b e  
-2s 
objectim ob 
data ranging f i l e  9 
~ b t  da a r w n g  f i l e  
birutiaal coat ranging 
directiaal b o d  W n g  
M i a a l  r l ~ r  ranging 
by-almnt. coat ranging 
by-elrmat. b o m b  nnging 
by-elmnt. rho ranging 
natrix elaomt ranging 
natrix mw ranging 
natrix w l m  ranging 
end 
P O S T A N  --- Patoptimal Analyai. Padcage , verrion 3.0 kt lPgl 
data ranging f i l e  
----------------- 
1 mrm d c a  
2 ' m e t '  0.100000d+01 
3 * 
4 * w y  .et of data f o r  directional c a t  ranging 
6 * 
xxx erpty ranging f i l e .  dl variabler are net t o  0.100000d+Ol 
d i r e c t i a a l  w r t  ranging 
........................ 
f i n i t e  range (tam~ O.aD000d+01) 
nrrmber . colwm. . . .direction. . . obj .pad ien t .  boundary value m+j 
a t  boundary variable x3 -em t o  be a t  ll or optimal rolution miahem 
data ranging f i l e  
8 mrm dbou 
9 ' m e t '  0.100000d+01 
10 l w e r  331 ,00000690 
11 lwer rl ,00000690 
12 l w e r  R ,00000690 
13 r 3  .00000d90 
14 laver r4 .00000690 
direct ianal  bound ranging 
a .  no ~hang. i n  the  optinal solution 
f i n i t .  rmgm (- .0000W+W) 
b. no ch8nge i n  the  optinal h i s  
f i n i t e  range (tam&= 0.30000d+01) 
section 1 - mn 
nmobar . . .rw.. .Ll direction. . ll boundary a . I 1  boundary b . u l  direction. .ul boundary a . u l  boundary b . . i  
8 rl ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 none none 2 
Q n ,00000 none none .00000 .00000 ,00000 3 
10 r 3  ,00000 .00000 .00000 1.00000 21.JoMx) 24.30000 4 
11 r4 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 6 
la de ,00000 none none ,00000 none none 6 
eection 2 - c o l m  
nmber .colwn.  .I1 direct ion.  . ll boundary a . l l  boundary b .u l  direction. .ul boundary a . u l  boundary b m+j 
1 XI 1.00000 none none 1.00000 1.50000 4.50000 7 
2 1.00000 -1.40000 1.60000 1.00000 none none 8 
3 r7 1.00000 ,00000 3.00000 1.00000 10 .00000 13.00000 9 
4 301 .m 2 . m  2.00000 . m  2.00000 2.00000 10 
6 5 1.00000 none none 1.00000 none none 11 
a t  the  boundary a the  variable f2 h i t s  ll 
a t  the  boundary b the  baaic variable r 3  becurma nonbaaic a t  11 or optimal solution vanishes 
data ranging f i l e  
----------------- 
23 ~ ~ r a  drhs 
21 ' a d '  0.10000W*01 
22 r4  .00000d+al 
23 andata 
directional rh r  ranging 
f i n i t e  range (W. lSCCCkI+Oa) 
nmbar ... rou..  . . .  direct ion. .  . . . . . . . . .  rhs . .  boundary value . . i  
a t  the  boundary variabls r 3  passes f r m  the h i s  t o  u l  or optinal solution Mniahes 
cost ranging - l i n w  case 
------------ 
number .calm. .obj padient .  . . l w e r  l imit .  . .upper l imit .  .change a t  l w e r  limit . .change a t  upper l imit .  mrj 
or opt so1 vanishes or opt so1 vanishe8 
1 d 1.00000 ,800000 none d 
2 la -1.00000 none 1.00000 
3 x3 ,600000 none ,700000 
4 x4 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000 
6 6 3.00000 0. 6.00000 r2 
a .  no solutian change 
nwnber . . .  row.. . l l  fo r  1 bound. .ul for  1 bound. . l l  f m  u bound. .ul for u bound. . . i  
8 rl none 7.12900 7.12900 nane 2 
9 r2 none ,00000 variable a t  upper bound 3 
10 r3  none 6.30000 6.30300 none 4 
11 r4 fixed variable 6 
l2 de none -1O.OMXX) -10.05000 none 6 
section 2 - c o l m s  
number . c o l m .  . l l  fo r  1 bound. . ul fo r  1 bound. . 11 for u bound. . ul for  u bound. mr j 
1 d none 1.H000 1.11003 
2 30 variable a t  lower bound -1.40000 
3 113 variable a t  lower bound ,00000 
none 7 
none 8 
none 9 
4 xa fixed variable 10 
5 6 none 7.1OOOO 7 . 1 m  none 11 
b. no basis change 
section 1 - rows 
number . . .row. . . I1  for  1 bound. . ul for I bound. .ll f m u bound. . ul for u bound . . .changes a t  Mries.  . . . . i 
(or opt so1 wmishes) 
lower UpPC 
8 rl none 7. 12900 7.12900 none 
9 r2 none ,00000 none none 
10 r3  none 6.30000 6.30300 none 
11 r4 fixed variable 
l2 de none -1O.OMXX) -10 06000 none 
section 2 - colunms 
nwnber .colunm. . I1  fo r  1 bound. .ul fo r  1 bound. . l l  f m  u bound. .ul for u bound . . .changer a t  Mries.  . . nr j  
(or opt so1 wmishes) 
lover U P =  
1 d none 1.41000 1.41003 nme 7 
2 fl -1.4900 8.88998 - l . lC#J nme xl ul  r l  11 8 
3 x3 - . O m 0  3.00000 ,00000 nme d ul  r 3  11 9 
4 x4 f i m d  variable 10 
6 6 none 7.40000 7.4MXX) none 11 
rhs ranging 
nmber . . .row. . . . . . .rhe. . . . . . . . laver l imit .  . .upper limit. .change a t  laver lindt . .change a t  upper l imit .  m* j 
(or opt so1 vnniehee) (or opt s o l  w i s h e s )  
data ranging f i l e  
7.00000 -.lZWO none rl 11 
-7.00000 none none 
10.70000 4.40000 26.70030 r 3  11 
.01000 none ,10030 
,00000 none nane 
natrix elemnt ranging 
---------------------- 
nmber . . .row. . nuder  . c o l m .  .den value. lower l imit .  upper l imit .  eeruitivity. .change a t  11. .change a t  ul. 
8 rl 3 x3 1.30000 none none . 0000d+00 
Q R 3 x3 ,10000 none ,16667 .WWd+00 x3 crff 11 
10 r 3  3 x3 2.10000 none none . 0000d+00 
11 r4 3 x3 1.00300 .a0000 none .0000d+00 r3 d f  11 
12 de 3 r7 6.00300 none none .0000d+00 
data ranging f i l e  
m i x  mv ranging 
------------------ 
n d e r  . . .  rov.. .....hi~~..... .....tmax .... . . renei t ivi ty .  ..change a t  ll.. ..change a t  u l . .  i 
8 rl none .761M) .aXXQ r 1 to  11 2 
nmber . c o l m  . . . .direction. . . . elen value. . . .lower l imit .  . .upper l imit .  m+ j 
1.00000 1.10000 none 1.85160 7 
1.00000 1.XXXX) none 1.96760 8 
,00000 1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 Q 
1.00000 ,00300 none ,76160 10 
1.00000 .oO none .76160 11 
data ranging f i l e  
----------------- 
33 narm nKol 
?d ' m e t '  O.lOUXOd91 
36 x3 r l  .OUXOdm 
38 mdata 
m i x  colunm ranging 
. . change at ll . . . .change at u l  . . nt+ j 
none ,10000 ,00000 
nrrmbur . . .  row.. . . .d irect ion. .  . ..la value. . . . larar l imit .  
. m  l . m  I.TX~)O 
1.00000 ,10000 none 
1.00000 2.10000 none 
1.00000 1.00000 none 
1.00000 6.00000 none 
2. IMPLEMENTATION OF LINEAR - FRACTIONAL POSTAN IN MINOS 
In order to insert the POSTAN LFP into MINOS, and to  allow it to be used in the 
same way as other MINOS facilities, the following changes have been made. 
2.1. Preparing LFP problem for solving 
The LFP problem (105)-(107) is prepared in MPS standard and placed in MINOS 
MPS file. The rows of numerator and denominator of the objective function ought to  be 
of type N (free). 
The LFP mode is initiated when the following keyword is found in SPECS file : 
DENOMINATOR (name of row) 
There is also a declaration of the name of the row in MPS file which will be interpreted as 
the denominator of objective function. If the of name the row declared as above is not 
found in MPS file the following warning message: 
NO OBJECTIVE'S DENOMINATOR FOUND 
is printed and the package returns to  LP mode of solving. The row that  is the numerator 
of objective function is declared in SPECS file in the same way as the row of objective 
function in LP mode, i.e. either by the keyword 
OBJECTIVE (name of row) 
or in the case when the above word does not occur first row of N type will be regarded as 
the numerator. 
The LFP mode cooperates with the linear part of MINOS package and so all key- 
words concerning that  part maintain their function in LFP mode. Using the keywords 
concerning the nonlinear part of MINOS may cause incorrect work of the package. 
The new stopping condition of the simplex algorithm arises. If the denominator 
occurs t o  be negative the package quits its run with a status unbounded solution. The 
iteration number and the value of denominator is printed. 
The form of information given by the package during its work and the form of final 
results is clear and requires no additional comments. The only exception here is DUAL 
ACTIVITY column in the printout. In LFP mode it contains the value computed from 
(104) after substitution in place of the relative costs directly the derivative computed for 
the optimal solution. 
2.2. C h a n g e s  i n  MINOS package  procedures .  
All changes in the package procedures are done by inserting groups of instructions 
performed only in LFP mode. Two global variables have been included located in COM- 
MON block called COMGG and several local work variables in procedures. The following 
procedures have been extended: 
SPECS 2 recognition of the keyword initiating LFP mode, 
MPS recognition of the numerator and denominator of the objective func- 
tion in input data,  
FORMC computing the modified relative cost, 
DRIVER, ITEROP proper monitoring of calculation in LFP mode, 
SOLN output of LFP results. 
2.3. C o s t  r a n g i n g  subroutine LFP CRAN 
Ranging of cost in LFP mode is implemented as an alternative procedure to  the ori- 
ginal CRAN. Since POSTAN 3 always knows the mode of its operation i t  calls the proper 
variant of the subroutine as an answer to  the same keyword in SPECS file. 
LFP CRAN performs ordinary ranging on the costs. For each cost component of the 
numerator cb, i = 1, ..., n and the denominator db, i = 1, ..., n ,  the subroutine determines 
the largest range in which they may vary without affecting the optimal solution. While 
the range for c; is being determined, all other components c i ,  j # i and do, remain fixed 
a t  their original values. The similar assumption is held when a component of denomina- 
tor is analyzed. LFP CRAN also gives some information on the change of state of vari- 
ables a t  the boundaries. 
This subroutine does not require any input data.  
The output is entitled COST RANGING. The following information is then given 
for each cost component of the numerator and the denominator, i = 1 ,..., n:  
NUMBER 
COLUMN 
OBJ GRADIENT 
LOWER LIMIT 
UPPER LIMIT 
CHANGE AT LOWER 
LIMIT (OR OPTSOL VAN- 
ISHES) 
C H A N G E A T U P P E R  
LIMIT (OR OPTSOL VAN- 
ISHES) 
M+J 
Number of structural variable 
Name of structural variable 
Cost component 
Lower boundary of the range in which the cost com- 
ponent may vary without affecting the optimal solu- 
tion 
Upper boundary of this range 
Name of the nonbasic variable which changes its 
state at  the lower boundary; this is printed only if 
the lower boundary is finite. (Beware: CRAN does 
not know if there is an optimal solution beyond the 
boundary so that  the name of a nonbasic variable 
may be printed even if the optimal solution van- 
ishes) 
Name of the nonbasic variable which changes its 
state a t  the upper boundary (other explanations as 
above) 
NUMBER + rn + 1 
To improve readability of the printout a line about cl, precedes the line about db. 
2.4. An Example 
LFP option of POSTAN will be illustrated using the same programming problem as 
previously (see point 1.5) with the free row declared as a denominator of objective. An 
output of POSTAN for the case is reproduced below together with results of the by- 
elements cost ranging. 
specs f i l a  
---------- 
bagin =AN +la of L i n s a r - F r a c t i d  Came 
U z e  
objsct iw ob 
d e n d n a t c a  da 
* 
* b a t i o n s  are  the same M i n  the BQrnple for  LP m e .  
* Caution: 
* The demuinator uust be positive inside a feasible rrgion! 
* 
b y - e l m t s  w e t  ranging 
end 
problm nmm t e s t  objective value 2.8886611615i90 
status  opt* soln i terat ion 1 superbaeice 0 
objective ob /de Qax) 
rhs rh 
=a"Ke" r a  
bounds bo 
section 1 - rows 
n d e r  . . . rour. . a t  . . .act ivi ty .  . . alack act ivi ty  . .lower limit. . .upper l imit .  .dual act ivi ty  . . i  
7 ob ba 28.010 -aS ,010 none none 0.9BXBJ+i 1 
8 ri ba -.12900 7.1293 none 7.0000 0. 2 
9 d 11 -7.0000 0. -7.0000 none . m i  3 
10 r 3  ba 4.4000 6.3000 -10.600 10.700 0.4187bd-16 4 
11 r4 eq 0.1000W-01 0. 0.10000e-01 0.10000eOl 1.3366 5 
I2 de ba 10.060 -1O.W none nane -.18722 6 
n d e r  .colunm. a t  . . .act ivi ty .  . . . obj gradient. . .lower lhit . . .upper l imit .  reducad gradnt m j  
1 xl te 1.4100 -1.3366 none 1.6000 0. 7 
2 x2 11 -1.4000 -1.6366 -1.4000 nme -.I- 8 
3 30 11 0. - 1.3864 0. 10.000 +.iP900d+1 9 
4 x4 eq 2.0000 -1.P71 2.0000 2.0000 -1.1774 10 
6 x5 te 7.4000 ,29861 none nme 0. 11 
6 rh eq -1.0000 0 .  -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0762 12 
P O S T A N  --- Postopt* Analyein Padege . version 3.0 kt lW7 
w e t  ranging - f r a c t i m a l  m e  
.lwer Limit. 
,800000 
-2.12766 
none 
4.233s 
none 
4.30714 
2.0000 
6.0000 
0. 
- .468799 
upper limit. . chmp at l a w  Limit 
or opt sol vanishes 
none x3 
6.06997 de 
1 ,00000 
12.1786 xl 
2 . m  
none x3 
2.0000 
6.0000 
6.00000 de 
4.41131 x3 
.change at upper limit 
ar opt sol vanishes 
3. AUXILIARY ROUTINES IN POSTAN 3 
3.1. Programming a sequence of optimization problems in MINOS 
3.1.1. General information. 
The MODlF module is an extended version of the user's interface for the linear and 
non-linear programming package MINOS. 
MODIF controls performance of a sequence of optimization problems arising as suc- 
cessive modifications of the basic problem recorded with the use of MPSX format on MPS 
file of MINOS. 
The module's work is controlled by the contents of MODIFICATION file which can 
be interpreted as a series of "exchange" type alterations concerning the MPS file. In fact 
the contents of package arrays containing the LP problem matrix are changed which elim- 
inates the time-consuming operation of MPS file processing. 
The module restarts automatically (in "flying" manner) the SIMPLEX algorithm 
assuming the basis of the optimal solution to the last problem in the series. Due to this 
the realization time is considerably shortened and the user need not manipulate the files 
containing the basis images. 
Furthermore the module enables the user to change optimization criteria for the 
linear and linear-fractional case by indicating the rows of MPS file which become a new 
objective function or its numerator and denominator. 
This description will be regarded further on as development of MINOS documenta- 
tion [2]. The reader is assumed to be acquainted also with the MPSX standard. All the 
references to those positions are omitted in the text. 
3.1.2. Data processed by the module 
MODIF module is initialized on user's demand by the MINOS package control. 
The following da ta  sets are used during the module's work: 
- initializing da ta  located in SPECS file, 
- control da ta  located in MODIFICATlON file, 
- data  concerning the problem located in package arrays. 
3.1.3. In i t ia l iza t ion of t h e  module .  
The module is initialized after placing new keywords in the control file of MINOS 
called SPECS file. 
In the case of module initialization the meaning of all other MINOS keywords 
remains the same but in respective cases action forced by using those instructions will be 
performed before the first or after the last course of the series (a series will be seen as a 
singular problem). 
Key 
MPS 
MODIFICA- 
TION 
MODIFICA- 
TION FILE 
3.1.4. P r o g r a m m i n g  of ser ies  of r u n s  - M O D I F I C A T I O N  file. 
MODIFICATION file is a character set built of records (lines) containing a t  most 80 
characters. It may be divided into a few sections similar to  MPSX standard. The record 
structure almost always accords with that  standard. The extensions will be discussed 
below. 
N A M E  sect ion 
Default 
off 
as for MPS file 
Must occur as the first declaration in MODIFICATION file. The module checks 
consistence of the given name with the name of the basic problem (MPS file). 
Meaning 
The modification module is activated. 
Internal file number of MINOS is assigned to  
the file that  controls the module run. 
R O W S  sec t ion  
The changes of rows types (the way of their limitation) are described here. Values of 
right hand sides of modified rows remain unchanged. 
C O L U M N S  sect ion 
The section introduces the changes of values of matrix elements existing in the basic 
problem. "Existing" means here not rejected by the package when loading MPS file. 
RHS sect ion 
The section introduces changes of values of right-hand sides existing in the basic 
problem. "Existing" means here non-zero i.e. declared explicitly in MPS file. 
R A N G E S  sec t ion  
The section introduces the opposite side constraints for the rows declared in MPS 
file. The above action is performed for each row of L,G,E type regardless if the con- 
straint was introduced or not in the basic problem. 
B O U N D S  sec t ion  
The section introduces the constraints for the structural variables of the model. 
OBJECTIVE section 
This is an extension to  MPSX standard. It consists of one record having the follow- 
ing structure : 
positions 1-9 - "OBJECTIVE", 
positions 11-18 - the name of row in the basic problem that  is to  become the 
row of an objective function, 
positions 21-32 - "1" in the case of minimization, "-1" in the case of maximiza- 
tion. 
The row declared in this section automatically becomes of the N type (its right- 
hand-side is deleted) in the case it was declared a non-zero one before. 
DENOMINAT section 
This is an extension t o  MPSX standard. It consists of one record of the following 
structure: 
positions 1-9 - "DENOMINAT", 
positions 11-18 - name of the row in basic problem that  is to  become the 
denominator of the objective function. 
The row declared in this section becomes automatically of N type and its right- 
hand-side is deleted if it was declared as a non-zero one before. This declaration of 
the section causes an automatic switch of the package into the mode of solving the 
linear-fractional programming problems. The numerator of the objective function is 
the row defined either in SPECS file or as a result of using OBJECTIVE section. 
NODENOMIN section 
This is an extension of MPSX standard 
positions 1-9 - "NODENOMIN" 
Declaration of this section causes switching the package into the mode of solving 
linear programming problem with an objective function declared before as a numera- 
tor. The row of denominator remains of the N type. 
ENDATA section 
The appearance of this section finishes the modification of the problem. The SIM- 
PLEX algorithm is re-started automatically. By placing this section just after the 
NAME section that  opens the sequence, the computations of the non-modified basic 
problem (MPS file) is caused. 
General remarks for MPS file construction 
1. A series of problems being solved is constructed following the rule "modification to 
modification". 
2. A modification for a consecutive problem in the series is declared using any sequence 
of sections excluding NAME and ENDATA ended by ENDATA section. 
3. The modifications are recorded successively in the package arrays according to their 
order of appearance in MODIFICATION file. Their number is practically unlimited 
for one problem. 
4. For RHS, RANGES and BOUNDS sections the module checks the names appearing 
in them accepting only those which accord with declarations in SPECS file. 
5. The package remembers the type of the last section opened in the series (from 
among ROWS, COLUMNS, RHS, RANGES, BOUNDS). Therefore if the series of 
problems consists in repeated modification of the same coefficient it is not necessary 
to repeat the respective section marker. If the first modification of the series is not 
preceded by any of the markers mentioned above it is assumed that  the RHS section 
has been opened. 
6. Only 4 first characters of a marker are analyzed by the module. 
7. Restrictions to the modification introduced by COLUMNS and RHS sections are 
forced by the structure of MINOS package arrays. If it is necessary, this inconveni- 
ence may be evaded in two ways: 
- by including to  the basic problem (MPS file) coefficients or right-hand-side values 
e.g. equal to  1, which will be deleted during the first modification and in consecutive 
problems fixed on desired values, 
- by using PHANTOM mechanisms (see (3)) 
8.  MODIFICATION file may contain several series of modifications for different basis 
problems starting with the NAME section with an appropriate name. 
3.1.5. Emergency situations in module processing 
Apart from the standard printout of MINOS, under the heading: 
MODIFICATION file FOR CYCLE No n 
appropriate sections of MODIFICATION file are reprinted by the module as well as infor- 
mation about errors in case they occurred ("n" is the consecutive number of the problem 
in the series). 
Due to  the rule of series construction: "modification to modification" most of errors 
are of fatal type and cause the current and the following problems to be desisted. 
- in MODIFICATION file no NAME section was found with the name corresponding 
to the name of the base problem - no modification reply, 
- no optimal solution exists for the preceding problem, 
- formal incorrectness occurs in MODIFICATION file, 
- modifications concerning the admissible area (RHS, RANGES and BOUNDS sec- 
tions) reduce it to  an empty set, 
- any of names concerning the basic problem was not identified. 
The module terminates its work correctly after having met the next NAME section 
or end of file marker just after the ENDATA section on the MODIFICATION file. 
3.1.6. An Example 
The option for programming a sequence of optimization problems of POSTAN will 
be illustrated using the same LFP programming problem as previously (see point 2.4). 
Successive modification to  the basic problem are programmed to  show optimal solutions if 
coefficients of z1 variable of the numerator and denominator are assigned to the values 
from outside the ranges obtained as a result of the postoptimal analysis. An output of 
POSTAN for the case is reproduced below. 
s p r s  f i l e  
---------- 
kgin =AN - Ennple af I43 FMification Option 
mJ&ldze 
0 b j . C t i ~  0b 
d.naIfiMtar de 
* 
* The bmic problmn i s  M in the prnricus oanple 
* 
rmdificatian 
d f i c a t i o n  f i l e  10 
nnd 
d f i c a t i o n  f i l e  f a r  cycle no. 1 
----------------------------------- 
1 nmm t e s t  
1 colurIms .00000dr00 .00003d+W 
3 xl ob 7.00000d-01 .00003d+W 
4 * 
6 * The a b m  value d m  the currant solution t o  be not optirml. 
6 * See resul ts  cb postopotiiml analysis in  the previous amnple. 
7 * 
problm nsllle t s s t  obj active value 1.8600895180dr00 
status optiiml soln i terat ion 1 superbaeicn 0 
objective ob /de bd 
rho rh 
ranges r a  
bounds bo 
section 1 - rows 
nmber . . . row. . a t  . . .act ivi ty .  . . slack act ivi ty  . . lower l imit .  . .upper l indt  . .dual act ivi ty  . . i 
7 ob bs 28.744 -28.744 none none 0.99502d-01 1 
8 r l  bs ,47100 6.5290 none 7.0000 0. 2 
9 rl ll -7.0000 0. -7.0030 nane .19661 3 
10 r3 ul 10.700 0. -10.600 10.700 -0.4738X-03 4 
11 r4 sq 0.10000d-01 0. 0.10030e-01 0. l0000eOl 1.3443 6 
l2 de bs 10.060 -10.060 none nane -.am 6 
section 1 - calm 
nmber .colum. a t  . . . u t i v i t y .  . . .obj gradient. . .lower l imit .  . .upper l indt  . r e d u d  gradnt m j  
1 xl bs -1.6800 -1.3443 none 1.6000 0. 7 
1 3 0  ll -1.4000 -1.- -1.40 nane -.I7811 8 
3 3C3 bs 3.0000 -1.3731 0. 10.000 0. 9 
4 ml sq 2.0000 -1.Z39 1.0030 2.0000 -1.1653 10 
6 6 bs 7.7000 .2MS1 none nane 0. 11 
6 rh sq -1.0000 0. -1.0030 -1.0000 -2.0812 12 
mPdification f i l e  f a r  cycle no. 3 
9 XI ob 1.00000da .00000d+W 
10 xl de 6.0700(1d90 . 00000d+W 
11 * 
12 * Similar tent vith rmpect t o  a d m ~ t o r  coefficient. 
13 * The aolut im ob ta ind  i r  equal t o  the b i c  one. 
14 * 
problen nam t ea t  objective value 2.8781637P7d-01 
atatur opt- soln iteration 0 a u p e r h i c n  0 
objective ob /de 6 4  
rho rh 
range" r a  
bounds bo 
section 1 - mra 
nlrmber . . .row.. a t  . . .  ac t iv i ty  . . .  slack act ivi ty  . .lower limit.  ..upper l imit .  .dual act ivi ty  . . i  
7 ob bs 28.410 -28.410 nane none ,10062 1 
8 rl bs ,47100 0.6290 nane 7.0000 0. 2 
9 r2 11 -7.0000 0. -7.0000 nme ,30186 3 
10 r3 ul 10.700 0. -1O.BOo 10.700 -0.466aod-06 1 
11 r4 eq 0.1ooaod-01 0. 0.10000e-01 0.10000a-01 1.3576 5 
12 de bs 9.9387 -9.0387 none none -.28782 6 
section 2 - columns 
nlrmber .colunn. a t  . . .act ivi ty .  . . . obj gradient. . .lower l m t .  .upper limit . reduced gradnt nrj 
1 XI bs -1.6800 -1.3676 none 1.6000 0. 7 
2 lCL 11 -1.4000 -1.6387 -1.4000 none - .18110 8 
3 ~3 bs 3.0000 -1.3878 0. 10.00 0. 9 
4 r4 eq 2.0000 -1.238 2.0000 2.0000 -1.1765 10 
6 6 bs 7.7003 ,30185 none none 0. 11 
6 rh eq -1.0003 0. -1.0000 -1.0000 -2.0991 l2  
mPdif ication f i l e  f a r  cycle no. 4 
................................... 
18 * Ihe denaninator beccma negative. 
19 * 
i t n  1 -- denanbintar i r  negative. value = -3.XMXJCBWd-03 
problen nsme t ea t  objective value -8.7909333117d93 
rtatus unbounded iteration 1 a u p e r b i c s  0 
objective ob /de 6r-3 
rha rh 
rangem r a  
boundr bo 
section 1 - mws 
nlrmber . . .row. . a t  . . .activity. . . rlack act ivi ty  . . lower l imit .  . .upper limit . .dual act ivi ty  . . i 
section 2 - collnms 
n d a r  .calm. at . . .activity. . . . obj e i e n t .  . 
none nme 0.196396r07 1 
none 7.0003 0 .  2 
-7.0000 nmo 0.68917d*07 3 
-10.800 10.700 O.W46d*07 4 
0.10000eOl 0.1mOObOi -0.76107d*07 6 
none nme -0.2gKUld+O7 6 
.lowar limit. . .upper limit. reduced gradnt w j  
nme 1.6000 -0.86148d* 7 
-1.4000 nme - 0 . m 9 8  8 
0 .  10.000 0 .  Q 
2.0000 2.0003 O.iiWOd98 10 
none nme 0.  11 
-1.0000 -1.0003 0.66461d98 13 
m rmdiiicatim mly rhm optinal solution 
3.2. Module for decoding and selective output of results in MINOS 
3.2.1. General informat ion. 
The REPORT module makes it possible to printout the LP solution according to 
user's demands. It makes the printout of MINOS easier and more legible for the user. The 
module is especially convenient when MINOS cooperates with MPS generator and a data  
base that  usually contains description of LP model elements which may be used for 
reporting purposes. 
The following functions are performed by the REPORT module: 
- it gives the solution of LP  problem described in natural language; 
- it searches and outputs specified elements of the solution and formats them; 
- it formats printed numbers by rescaling and rounding; 
- it formats the whole printout; 
- it makes simple computations on the elements of solution possible and presents their 
results. 
In the discussed version the functions mentioned above concern the primary solution 
data.  
The module uses da ta  placed in the MINOS arrays therefore the printing of results 
proceeds without any intermediary file. 
Required data  are accessible through codes of rows and columns from MPS file. 
It is assumed further on that  this description is an extension of MINOS package 
documentation. Therefore all references to that documentation are omitted in the text. 
3.2.2. Data processed by the module 
The module is initialized on user's demand, by MINOS package control when an 
optimal solution of LP problem is obtained. The following da ta  sets are used during the 
module's processing: 
- data  initializing the module placed in SPECS file, 
- data concerning the solution placed in the package arrays, 
- description and complementary data for printout placed in DICTIONARY file, 
- printout stored in REPORT file, 
- a file with decoded DICTIONARY file if the package performs a series of experi- 
ments or a user has demanded decoding of DICTIONARY file contents. 
3.2.3. Module initialization. 
There are a few new keywords that control the module run: 
NOTE: Standard printout of the package is obtained independently from REPORT 
module action. Its output may be held up by a MINOS keyword: 
Key 
R E P O R T Y E S  
R E P O R T F I L E  
n 
DICTIONARY 
F I L E  
n 
D E C O D E Y E S  
SOLUTION NO 
3.2.4. A printout programming - D I C T I O N A R Y  file. 
Default 
off 
n = 6  
n = 10 
NO 
Both printout description data and complementary data are to  be placed in DIC- 
TIONARY file arranged as specified below. The file is a set of 80 character records. 
A printout file is created sequentially - one record of DICTIONARY file causes in 
principle only one consecutive line to  be printed. 
A record of DICTIONARY file contains 7 fields: 
Meaning 
The REPORT module is activated. 
Internal file number of MINOS is assigned to  the file 
that  the printout will be stored in. 
Internal file number of MINOS is assigned to  the file 
that  contains information controlling the report 
printing. 
As recognition of codes used in DICTIONARY file 
is a time consuming process - there is a possibility of 
decoding DICTIONARY file especially recommend- 
ed when REPORT module is to be used repeatedly 
for the same problem. 
Format 
right aligned integer number or string of characters 
string of characters 
string of characters 
real number 
string of characters 
character from among: space,l,2 
string of characters 
Pos. 
1-8 
9-48 
49-56 
57-63 
64-71 
72 
73-80 
Field 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Indicator 
Description 
Dimension 
Scale factor 
Format 
Omit indicator 
Row code 
Field 1 
Indicator field contents have two main functions: 
A. When it is a MPS code (a string of characters) or a number greater than 0 it 
indicates the solution data that  is to be printed out. A positive number is inter- 
preted as a consecutive number of row and column of LP problem, that is esta- 
blished by the package in order of appearance in MPS file and printed in 
NUMBER column of the standard printout of the solution. 
NOTE: Changes in MPS file such as adding, removing or exchanging any rows 
or columns cause changes of the above numeration. 
B. when it is a negative number or equal to O it controls the printout by calling 
one of implemented module functions. 
Field 2 
The contents of description field destined for the printout being : 
- in case A - a description of data item, 
- in case B - a heading. 
Field 3 
Dimension field contents is a text describing dimension of output data.  If the data  
have to  be non-dimensional the field should contain left aligned "N.D." string. 
Field 4 
The field contains a factor by which data are to be multiplied before being located in 
the printout. 
Field 5 
The field contains a format description for REAL numbers according to FORTRAN 
standard. The format refers to one value and a field 16 character long . Output data  
will be rounded according to the given format. 
Field 6 
If the field contains "1" a row will be printed out even if the rounded data  value is 
equal to 0.  If it contains "2" such a row is omitted in the printout. 
Field 7 
The field contains MPS code of the row being a reference for certain module func- 
tions what will be discussed further on. 
Module actions in case of omitting any of the fields (the field is filled by space characters) 
are as follows: 
Field 1. 
Action as for an indicator equal to  0. 
Field 2. 
In appropriate place 40 space characters will be printed. 
Fie ld  3-6. 
Default contents of field fixed earlier will be accepted and an appropriate action will 
be performed. The default contents are fixed at  the beginning of the run; they may 
be also changed by filling appropriate fields in DICTIONARY file records with an 
indicator less or equal to  0. 
Default contents of fields are: 
Therefore when a printout row is being completed (case A) and any of the fields is omit- 
ted, the contents fixed by the last control record will be accepted (case B) or if this field 
was omitted in all control records recognized so far - the fixed primary value will be 
accepted. 
The module ends its work after having met the end of file marker of DICTIONARY 
file. 
Field 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3.2.5. I m p l e m e n t e d  m o d u l e  funct ions .  
In its current version the module performs the following functions denoted below by 
their coding indicator (field 1): 
0 printout of field 2 from a new page preceded and followed by 3 blank lines; 
1 like in 0 function but without shift to new line; 
11 printout of primary solution with single shift; 
Default 
N.D. 
1. 
(F16.0) 
2 
12 printout of primary solution with percentage, that is, the ratio of variable and its 
upper constraint, with a single shift; 
13 like in "11" function with MPS codes printout for the variables if they exist; 
14 like in "12" function with MPS codes printout for the variables if they exist; 
15 printout of primary solution for structural variables with single shift and with the 
following information: 
- product of variable and coefficient of the objective function with scale and 
rounding according to  contents of fields 4 and 5 .  
Description 
output value is non-dimensional 
scale of output value remains unchanged 
adequately rounded integer parts of number will be put out 
value equal to 0 after rounding will be neglected 
row indicated is presently an objective function 
- quotient of coefficient by a variable in the objective function and coefficient in 
the row indicated by field 7. 
If for arithmetical reasons it is impossible to obtain any of printout values (division by 0)  
or searched coefficient appears to be equal to 0 - the module changes the printout format 
(omits appropriate fields) automatically. 
Other functions apart from the described above may be implemented only after mak- 
ing necessary changes and extensions. 
3.2.6. E m e r g e n c y  situations in m o d u l e  processing.  
The module run will be interrupted and appropriate information given in case the 
optimal solution has not been found. 
All other errors refer to the situation that  occurred during analysis of consecutive 
records of DICTIONARY file. The module ignores a record that  appeared to  be incorrect 
writing out an appropriate information and passes on to analyzing the next record. The 
number of errors of this type is counted. In case tha t  number surpasses the declared error 
quantity (declaration as for MPS file) - the module will stop its action. 
3.2.7. An Example 
As an example, results of the same LFP programming problem as previously (see 
point 2.4) are processed by the module. An exemplary report with an adequate DIC- 
TIONARY file is enclosed below. 
-lEuwLmY =Is 
-1Valua oi Ran 
N-tor Valua (ob) 
hcmdna ta r  Value (de) 
F i r s t  Rov ( r l )  
Suond Ra (r2) 
Third Rov (r3) 
Fcurth Rov (r4) 
-1valum oi C o l m s  
Third C a l m  (x3) 
Saond Colurm (x2) 
F i r s t  C a l m  (xl) 
UnitMob 
UnitMde 
UnitMrl 
n.d. 
UnitMr3 
UnitMr4 
(f16.2) 
UnitOfx3 
UnitUM 
UnitMrl 
m i n o a  --- version 4 . 0  nar 1981 
- - - - -  
 
s p a s  f i l e  
---------- 
begin FUSIAN - E x r q l e  of Report Option 
IQaiWize 
objective ob 
denauinator de 
* 
* Revioualy obtained nolution will be printed by the option 
* 
report yea 
dictionary f i l e  11 
d 
problen t e a t  objective ob Ide bsx) value 2.8865671061dr00 
values oi Rowa 
Nurmratar Value (ob) 2% UnitMob 
D e n a u i ~ t r n  Value (de) 
Second ROW (fl) 
l h i r d  Rau (r3) 
Valuer uf C o l m  
Second Colrma M) 
Fi ra t  Colm (XI) 
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